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EDITORIAL
Since the last issue of Earth Science Conservation was published in March 1984 a
re-organisation of the Nature Conservancy Council's structure has taken place,
resulting in the Geology Branch being transferred to the Chief Scientists'
Directorate. The broad range of functions and activities of the Geology and
Physiography Section and the Geological Conservation Review Unit remain
essentially unchanged, but are now supported by increased resources. The main
change will be that both the Section and the Unit are being transferred to the NCC's
new Headquarters in Peterborough, with the Section moving early in September
1985 and the Unit early in 1986. The new address will be:
Nature Conservancy Council,
Northminster House,
Peterborough PEl 1UA
Tel. Peterborough (0733) 40345
This issue of Earth Science Conservation follows the trend, established in previous
editions, of including both invited and unsolicited articles from outside contributors.
vVe consider this to be a valuable way of stimulating discussion on conservation
issues, and will be pleased [Q consider other contributions in the future. In this issue,
Euan Clarkson writes on the discovery and conselvation of an important locality
yielding the first known specimens of the conodont animal, and describes how this
remarkable palaeontological story evolved. In item 2, Roger Cooper writes on
geological conservation as practiced in the U.S.A. and compares it with British
methods. The Open Weekend planned for the Swanscombe Skull Site National
Nature Reserve inJune 1985, to celebrate the 50th anniversary of the discovery ofthe
first skull bone of 'Swanscorn be Man', is previewed in item 3, where Bernard
Conway writes on the geological and archaeological significance ofSwanscornbe. In
item 4, Eric Robinson, the Geologists' Association Librarian, provides a very useful
list of addresses to help leaders offield parties overcome potential access difficulties in
the National Parks. Item 7 contains a number of progress reports on component
blocks of the Geological Conservation Review, each written by the contract worker
responsible fOf the block concerned. \,ye are most grateful to all these external
contributors.
The Geology and Physiography Section and the
Geological Conservation Review Unit of the Nature
Conservancy Council would like to thank all those
who came to their aid in prolDoting earth science
conservation through safeguarding, IDaintaining
and improving the educational and research field
facilities of Britain.
The opll'1lOns expressed by the contributors to Earth Science Consen'ation are not
necessarily those of the Nature Conservancy Council.
ISSN 0142-2324

1. THE GRANTON SHRIMP-BED, EDINBURGH:

CRUSTACEANS, CONODONTS
AND CONSERVATION
Dr E.NK. Clarkson, Grant Institute of Geology,
University of Edinburgh
In 1859 a Russian geologist named Pander described some curious tooth-like
fossils which he had isolated from the soft Lower Palaeozoic shales of the East Baltic.
They were small (0.1-5mm long), made of apatite, and provided with one or more
sharp cusps. He assumed that they were the teeth of some extinct fish and he called
them conodonts. Pander's observations were excellent, and in interpreting them he
only made one error, he believed that the apatite layers of which the conodonts were
constructed were secreted from the inside, as in the teeth ofvertebrates, whereas it is
now known that they were laid down externally from the outer surface of the
conodont. He thought it possible that different kinds of conodoilts might have been
present together in the same animal, and suggested that the animal that bore them
had been bilaterally symmetrical; in these and many other respects he was very far
sighted. But Pander could not have known that his conodonts, now known to range
in age from Cambrian to Triassic, would become the most stratigraphically useful of
all fossils for the time span they represented, nor that over ten thousand papers would
be written on conodonts in the next 125 years. Perhaps he would not have suspected
either that the nature of the conodont animal would remain obscure until 1982.
The conodont animal was soft-bodied and decayed after death. Yet in rare
instances the conodonts themselves were left in natural associations or assemblages,
lying undisturbed upon bedding planes. These were first reported from Germany in
1934, and in the same year from America. It was shown that indeed the conodont
animal must have been bilaterally symmetrical and, as Pander had suspected,
several different kinds of conodont lay in successive groups on either side of the axis of
symmetry. It was later suggested that conodonts must have grown by secretion from
an external epithelium, but that they might have been able to have been extruded
from this (like a cat's claw) when needed for use. But having said this, what was their
function? Were they teeth? Might they have been some kind offiltratory apparatus?
Or were th~supports for tentacles? There was no certain answer to these questions,
but then in 1973 some specimens of a previously unknown animal from the
Carboniferous Bear Gulch L.imestone of Montana in the United States seemed to
provide at least a partial answer. The animals were some 4cm long and cigar-shaped,
with a triangular central cavity; in the first specimens discovered this 'deltaenteron'
was found to be full ofconodonts. Were they then some kind of gastric mill which had
functioned in macerating the food ofthe animal? It seemed so at first, but as more of
these animals were found it became clear that not all of them had conodonts. Some of
them were devoid of conodonts, others had very many. The cigar-shaped animals of
the Bear Gulch Limestone had eaten conodont animals, and that is why conodonts
had remained inside them!
A further lead came with the description, by Simon Conway Morris, of a
strange animal, known, unfortunately from only one specimen, from the Middle
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Cambrian Buraess Shale of British Columbia in Canada. It was a flattened
segmented ani~al with a curious twisted ring in the head, and bearing sharply
pointed 'teeth' as supports for the tentacles. Since there was only the one specimen it
was not possible to remove these and analyse them to see if they were made of apatite.
So there the matter rested, until a chance find in an old collection resolved finally
what the true nature of the conodont animal was.
In the late 1970s my colleague Derek Briggs of London University and I began a
re-investigation of the Lower Carboniferous 'shrimp-beds' in the vicinity of
Edinburgh. Fossil crustaceans of Carboniferous age are generally rare,. but in the
Midland Valley of Scotland and along the southern border of the Southern Uplands
there are several beds containing unusual assemblages of fossils, which include
crustaceans and fishes. Most of these assemblages are not of marine origin, but were
deposited, usually close to the sea, in non-marine lagoons and ponds or in estuarine
conditions. The crustaceans had been beautifully monographed by Ben Peach in
1908, but we thought that much more could be known about them using modern
techniques of study including scanning electron microscopy.
The crustaceans are exquisitely preserved, and in two ofthc 'shrimp-beds' in the
Edinburgh district possess the original cuticle in its unaltered state, but with a filling
off1uorapatite, resulting diagenetically from the post-mortem action ofbacteria. The
first adaptive radiation of crustaceans of distinctly modern type took place in the
early Carboniferous, and we hoped to gain an insight into the nature of this great
evolutionary burst. \Ve had two main intentions, the first being to study the anatomy
of the 'shrimps' themselves in great detail, to classify them and to establish their links,
if any, with modern forms. The second was to investigate the nature of the
environments in which they had lived, which, although broadly speaking was
considered to be 'estuarine' or 'lagoonal', required detailed sedimentological
investigation. For this we obtained a NERC grant and were able to engage John
Catcr as our sedimentologist.
Some years previously Fred Schram, an American palaeontologist. had
reclassified the crustacean types found in Scotland, and had also proposed a modellor
the composition and evolution of crustacean cOlnmunities, which we felt It was
desirable to test. l'vluch work needed to be done, and so we decided to concentrate
initially on two beds in particular. The first was at Gullane, some 40km east of
Edinburgh, and the second at Granton, on the north shore ofEdinburgh, within the
city limits, and which was first decribed by Alex Tait in 1925. The Gullane bed yields
many specimens of the small lobster-like crustacean Tealliocaris. The locality is hard
to fmd, rarely exposed and normally covered by sand. We were fortunate in that at
the time we studied it it was exposed, and some colleagues from Aberdeen University
were able to undertake a sedimentological analysis of it, interpreting the IDcm thick
limestone band within a laminated oil-shale sequence as having been deposited in a
thermally-stratified lake. We had little fear that this locality would be damaged by
over-zealous collecting.

shrimp Waterstonella, (named by Fred Schram after the curator ofthe Royal Scottish
Museum, Charles Waterston), the stouter Crangopsis, and the large predator
Anthracophausia. This latter was normally preserved only as isolated parts. There were
other components too, palaeoniscid fish, rare bivalves and gastropods, possible
nematode worms and hydroids. It was a rare and unusual fauna, consisting of
thin-shelled or soft bodied animals, and such 'Fossil-Lagerstatten' are rare indeed.
We collected carefully from the small exposure on the shore, where the faunas tend to
occur in patches. But we were worried that when our results were published,
excessive collecting might irreparably damage the site. Even though we did not state
in our published work where the site actually was we had some fears that it might be
discovered and plundered.
Meanwhile the most remarkable of all the animals in the Granton fauna had
come to light; the first known specimen ofa previously unknown soft bodied animal,
bearing conodonts in the head region, in a natural assemblage. This discovery came
about quite by accident. Derek and I were studying the large Anthracophausia, which
at the time was known at Granton only from fragments (though since then complete
specimens have been found at Granton). However, some excellent complete
specimens had recently been found in an excavation at Bearsden in Glasgow, made
by Scotland's well-known fossil collector Stan Wood. Knowing that the British
Geological Survey in Edinburgh had large collections of Granton shrimp-bed
material I asked Peter Brand, the curator, if I might examine this material to see if
there were any further specimens of Anthracophausia. On February 16th 1982 I visited
the Survey collections, and Peter and I examined all the slabs which he had kindly
laid out. There were indeed several Anthracophausia specimens. But there was
something else too. Peter picked up one slab with its counterpart and said "Did you
say there were worms in this? Here's a big worm-like creature, which seems to be
segmented". I borrowed the specimen, which is preserved in blue vivianite, a marked
contrast to the white fluorapatite preservation of the shrimps. Under the microscope
it looked like a small lamprey, but when the specimen was flooded with water one
could see clearly that it possessed tooth-like structures in the head region. Were they
conodonts? I tried not to think so, but took the specimens over to Glasgow University
where Keith Ingham took superb high-resolution photographs. Stan Wood saw the
specimen and was sure that they were conodonts. The following week I went to
London wi~ the two slabs of rock to see Derek Briggs. I said nothing about
conodonts.tIe studied them for a long time in silence. And then he said "You don't
think this could be the conodont animal, do you?" He looked up some conodont
literature and pointed out how similar the conodont assemblage we had was to
previously described assemblages, even though ours was lying oblique to the axis of
symmetry. However, several other described assemblages are also oblique.

The shrimp-beds of Granton, which similarly are a suite of thin limestones in an
oil shale sequence, were in many ways quite different. To begin with they contained a
more diverse fauna. There were three species of crustaceans, the common spindly

That afternoon Derek had to go into London for a meeting. There he met Dick
Aldridge, a conodont specialist from the University of Nottingham, who examined
the specimens and confirmed that they were indeed conodonts. With typical
understatement, Dick was moved to say that "This is the most interesting assemblage
of conodonts, in the most interesting situation, that I have ever seen!" He returned to
Nottingham, and next morning phoned us. He felt, after reflection, that it must be
the long sought conodont animal. Hejoined Derek and I in the descriptive work and
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was able to isolate individual conodont elements from rock collected from Granton,
including fused clusters; perhaps we had inadvertently dissolved another animal.
animal.

B

Dick applied for a NERC research grant to explore all aspects of conodont
animal biology, and the student appointed, Paul Smith, began work as a post
doctoral fellow on the project. They went to America to study and collect bedding
plane assemblages. But there was still only one specimen from Granton, and there
was an urgent need to undertake more collection at the site, but at the same time to
ensure that minimal damage was done. We made an approach to the Nature
Conservancy Council, who were very sympathetic. After discussion with them we
spoke to Charles Waterston, and we all agreed that the best thing to do would be to
remove a substantial amount of the shrimp-bed, take it to the Royal Scottish
Museum, and there to re-assemble it, fitting all the blocks back together, as a
permanent resource for display and for further research work.
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Meanwhile Neil Clark, who was at that time Uune 1984) a final year
undergraduate at Edinburgh University, had become very interested in the Granton
shrimp-bed. He was a very careful collector who had made several new discoveries in
the Silurian rocks ofthe Midland Valley. He celebrated the end of his exams by going
to collect at Granton. That day he found the second conodont animal, and a short
while later, two more. All of them bear conodonts and it seems that two species at
least are represented. He also discovered many rare elements in the fauna, more than
in our original report, including myodocopid ostracods, a species of Tealliocaris
differing from that at Gullane, a syncarid crustacean, and two new kinds of worms,
one being very similar to the present day planktonic Tomopteris.
When I returned from holiday in August 1984, Neil phoned me. "Can you come
down to Granton as soon as possible? Someone has been at it. They have done a
lot of damage!" They had indeed. Several square metres had been stripped off down
to the bedding plane where most of the shrimps were. Large blocks had been
removed, all with shrimps on the lower surface. The counterparts, left in situ on the
exposed surfaces, were detrimentally affected by the sea water when the tide came in,
and though we saved what we could it was too late to do much about it. We later
found out that a private collector and dealer from Bristol was responsible for this act
of unscrup~us vandalism.•
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Fi!;. A. CanlCra-Iucida drawing of the cOrlodont animal. C(rdo/!,nathw-? cL rm'/l.~formis, the coarse stippling
n:prt'~ellting 11110rapatitc inJilling and the fine stippling sho\\"ing serially-repeated structures and other
oetails I'ickeo alii in a bllle mineral: the head is at the top. Fig-s, Band C. Camera-lucida drawings of
ronodoIlt assemblages frOITI the counterpart and pan of speciITIcn A.

We decided that we had to act quickly in case any more damage was done, and
soon finalised plans with officers of the Nature Conservancy for an emergency rescue
operation, after receiving permission from Edinburgh District Council, who own the
foreshore. It was decided that some 30 square metres of the most productive rock
should be removed from two separate areas. On February 26 and 27th 1985 the tides
were ideal. The NCC arranged for a team ofsix men to remove the thin shrimp-bed
layers and take them away in a lorry. Mike Harley and other NCC officers supervised
the work, while Paul Smith, John Cater and Elizabeth Bull marked each block in
turn before removal so that each could be re-assembled afterwards. The weather was
calm and mild, with an agreeable faint mistiness. Neil Clark and I made
photographic records of the whole operation. The local Press turned up and on the
second day television reporters came. The newspapers were full of varied and
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sometimes rather garbled reports up-un 'Conan the Conodont', and 'The Missing
Link'. In two days the work was completed, and the material was transferred to a
temporary resting place in the Geology Department of Edinburgh University,
awaiting transportation to a new hut belonging to the Museum, where it will be
fitted together again. There are several tonnes of this rock, which will be split along
the bedding plane containing the shrimps, and some of it will be used as a large
display. The rest will be carefully removed in pieces in the search for further
conodont animals and for any other rare organisms.
In conclusion, I would like to pay tribute to all those, especially, the Nature
Conservancy Council, who made it possible to save this unique and irreplaceable
material for posterity, and to all my own colleagues and helpers who have worked so
hard in the laboratory and on the site.
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2. METHODS AND CRITERIA
FOR SITE SELECTION
Dr R. G. Cooper,
Department of Tourism, Recreation and Field Sciences,
Dorset Institute of Higher Education, Poole, Dorset.
Dr R.G. Cooper gives an outline below of the ethos and methods behind the
conservation of geological sites in the United States. Dr Cooper has recently been
engaged on the assessment and selection of Mass Movement sites for inclusion in the
Geological Conservation Review. His very interesting account herein gives an insight
into American methods, and allows a comparison to be made between the subtly
different approaches to the definition of site categories and selection criteria in the
United States and Great Britain.

BRIGGS, DEG. & CLARKSON, E.:\I.K., 1983. The Carboniferous Granton 'Shrimp-bed',
Edinburgh. In Briggs. D.E.G. & Lane. P.D. :eds.) Trilobites and other early arthropods, Special
Papers in Palaeo/Dlngy 30, 161-178.

CONSERVATION OF GEOLOGICAL FEATURES
IN THE USA

BRIGGS, D.E.G., CLARKSON, E.XK. & ALDRIDGE, R., 1983. The conodonl animal. Lethaia, 16,

The USA has a remarkable wealth of important geological features, many of
which are legally protected to safeguard their scientific, educational, aesthetic and
recreational values..For the largest and most important features, this is achieved by
Federal purchase and enclosure within a unit of the National Park System. The
Grand Canyon of the Colorado, and the Yellowstone geysers are obvious examples.
The National Park System is administered by the 2\iational Park Service, a branch of
the Department of the Interior.

1-14.

CLARKSON. E.N.K., 1985. Carboniferous crustaceans. CeDing)' Todar I, 11-15.
PEACH, RD .. 1908. Monograph oJthe Higher Crustacea o[the Carboniferous Rocks nJScotland. Memoirs of the
Geological Survey of Great Britain. Palaeonlolog)"
SCHRX\J, F.R.. 1979. British Carboniferous Malacostraca. Fieldian.a, Cenlngy, .4D, 1-128.

For the geological feature or area offeatures to be considered for addition to the
National Park System, it must be 'nationally significant'. Many categories of site
have been identified as potentially possessing national significance; those pertaining
to geological features include:
1. An outstanding example of a common landform.
2. A landform of a once common type that is now rare due to human activity.
3. A landform of a type that was rare even during presettlement times.
4. A site possessing exceptionally high geological diversity.
5. An ou~standingly sce!lic area.
6. A sittwith an extensive record of research.
Currently, to be suitable for inclusion an area should represent themes under
represented or poorly represented in the National Park System, or transcend existing
units of the National Park System in resource values or interpretive potential
(National Park Service 1978)..
A site judged to be of national significance is then assessed in terms of its
feasibility as a unit of the National Park System, and in terms of possible alternative
methods of management. If it meets the necessary criteria under these headings, it
may be notified to Congress for potential inclusion in the National Park System. The
Department of the Interior is obliged to provide Congress with a priority listing of not
less than twelve such sites at the beginning of each fiscal year.
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Obviously the USA has many sites of scientific value which, for one reason or
another, are not suitable for inclusion in the National Park System. In order to enable
the identification of such sites and to promote their consen'ation, the Secretary of the
Interior established the National Natural Landmarks Program in 1962. The
Program has been administered by the National Park Service ever since, except for
the period from 1978 to 1981, when it was administered by the specially set up
Heritage Conservation and Recreation Service (HCRS). During administration by
HCRS a detailed set of procedures for site designation was agreed (HCRS 1980b),
and a list of designated sites published (HCRS 1980a).
From the outset it was planned that, taken together, the Natio'nal Natural
Landmarks (NNLs) would illustrate the full range of ecological and geological
features that constitute the nation's natural history, irrespective ofsite ownership. In
relation to geological sites, this involved the devising in 1978 of a classification which
provides a framework for identifying, defining and arranging geological features,
history and landforms, in a manner intelligible to both geologists and laymen. The
classification is hierarchically structured with only the highest levels worked out, s
that State and local jurisdictions can then develop lower and more detailed levels to
su it their individual needs. It is based on the identification of processes, according to
the belief that 'it is a process that produces the feature of interest', so 'the true
significance of a geologic feature is the mechanism by which it was formed' (HCRS
1978). Features of geological interest which do not fit easily within the process
framework, for example fossils, are considered separately under the heading
'Geologic Time' (Table l).
The classification is available (but not obligatory) for use by a team ofgeologists,
mainly from the universities, each of whom is contracted to produce reports on the
geological and geomorphological features within a region. The 33 natural regions
into which the USA is divided for this purpose are based on those defined in the 1920s
by the geographer N.M. Fenneman. Each natural region study includes a
lassification scheme listing and describing the types of geological features present,
together with descriptions of the best examples (i.e. potential NNLs) in each
lassification type (e.g. White 1981). Additional identifica tions of potential N7'JLs
within a region may be received from Federal agencies, State Natural Area
Programs, and other sources, public or private. All potential NNLs in the region ar
then evaluated in the field by another geologist who completes an 'onsite landmarks
evaluation study'. Finally, other scientists and National Park Service staff review all
the reports and decide whether a site will be nominated to the Secretary of the
Interior for designation as an NNL.
The later evaluative stages are carried out using carefully worded criteria for
'national significance'. Perhaps the most contentious aspect of this is the use made of
the natural regions. The characteristics of each natural region are held to be so
distinct that if a site is determined to be significant in a particular natural region, it is
thereby considered to possess national significance also. Determination of national
significance is thus made by comparing areas which possess similar characteristics
within a natural region. The guiding principle in determining potential for :'\:\1L
designation is that the site or area being evaluated must contain one or more
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I. Geologic Processes
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

A. Landscape-forming processes and landforDls
Stream
8. Frozen ground
Ocean
9. Weathering and soil formation
Lake and swamp
10. Movements of the earth's crust
Glacier
11. Volcanic
Wind
12. Igneous intrusive
Ground water
13. Meteorite impact
Mass movement of surface
material

I. Igneous

2. Metamorphic

B. Material-forIDing processes
3. Sedimentary
4. Mineralization

D. Geologic Tim.e
I. Fossil animals

A. Life History
2. Fossil plants

B. Earth history
I. Rock units or sequences illustrating 2. Rock units or sequences illustrating
segments of .geologic time

ancient environments or events

Table I: Higher levels of the 'Geologic Classification System' d£veloped by the Heritage
Conservation and Recreation Servia (HCRS 1978)

excellent examples of the features identified in the natural region's classification
system. Ot~r criteria include site viability, site condition, inherent diversity, and
potential for education and research.
Once a site is designated, its use and ownership do not change. Thus the
National Natural Landmarks Program is concerned mainly with NNL recognition.
each new NNL owner IS invited to enter into a voluntary agreement with the
National Park Service to protect the NNL's nationally significant attributes. A few
NNLs!le Within the boundanes ofState Parks, or in the lands ofprivate conservation
organisations, and are therefore protected already. Procedures are in operation to
monitor the condition of NNLs, particularly in relation to known or anticipated
damage. Legal action may be instituted where the threat is surface mining activity.
NNL boundaries may be modified due to changing circumstances, and NNL
designation may be removed from a site due to loss of the qualities which originally
qualified the site for designation, or discovery ofa supenor substitute (HCRS 1980b).
II
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3. PUBLIC OPEN WEEKEND AT
SWANSCOMBE SKULL SITE NATIONAL
NATURE RESERVE
June 29th 1985 is the 50th Anniversary of the discovery of the first fragment of
the world-famous Swanscombe Skull at Barnfield Pit, Swanscombe, near Dartford in
Kent. Further fragments of the same skull were found in 1936 and 1955, and the
disused pit was donated to the Nature Conservancy by the owners, Associated
Portland Cement Manufacturers Ltd (now Blue Circle Industries) in 1954; it was
immediately declared a National Nature Reserve and has been managed by NCC
ever since. The skull is one of the oldest known human remains in Europe, and
probably came from a young woman who lived about 250,000 years ago. In order to
commemorate the discovery of the first skull bone, a special Open Weekend,
aITanged jointly by the Leisure Services Department of Dartford Borough Council,
Kent County Council and the Nature Conservancy Council, will take place at the
Reserve over the weekend ofJune 29th toJuly 1st 1985. A major display ofspecimens
collected from the site will be on show, and will include archaeological artefacts,
fossilised bones and the original Swanscombe Skull itself, now permanently housed in
the British Museum (Natural History), Two witness sections will be opened through
the sediments of the Reserve, and will be demonstrated throughout the weekend by
research workers who will act as guides. In addition, practical demonstrations of the
methods employed in making flint implements will be given by Dr. Mark Newcomer
of the Institute ofArchaeology in London. The centrepiece ofthe celebrations will be
the unveiling of a commemorative stone, on the exact position of the original skull
bone discovery, by author and television personality Magnus Magnusson at 11.25 on
June 29th, Interested scientists and members of the public will be welcome at the
ceremony, further details of which appear below.
The Swanscombe Skull Site NNR will be open to the public from II a.m. to
4 p.m. on Saturday 29th June and from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Sunday 30th June;
entrance will be free. In addition, organised parties from schools and other
educational institutions are welcome between 9 a.m. and I p.m. on Monday IstJuly.
Party visits to the site on the Monday should be booked in advance by telephoning
Dartford Borough Museum on Dartford 27266, extension 146, The site will be open
to researchpentists wishing to sample from the witness sections on MondayJuly 1st;
anyone interested is asked to inform Dr K.L. Duff at Foxhold House. The following
attractions will be available for the benefit of visitors:
- An exhibition of important 'finds' from the Reserve, including artefacts, bones,
J1econstructions and geological drawings, and historic photographs of the site.
- Two witness sections providing a complete stratigraphic sequence through the
Pleistocene sediments present within the Reserve.
- A number of well-known geologists and archaeologists who have worked on the
Reserve will be available to demonstrate the sections and the material on display.
Those likely to be available include Bernard Conway, John Wymer, Mark
Newcomer and Chris Stringer.
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- A demonstration offlint-knapping, using reproduction.Palaeolithic tools, will be
given throughout the weekend by Mark Newcomer.
- Magnus Magnusson will be on site from 11.25 to I p.m. on Saturday 29th June.
- Books, leaflets and postcards relating to the site. and to related topics) will be on
sale.
- A special booklet on the Swanscombe Reserve is being specially written by invited
authors, and will be on sale over the weekend.
INDUSTRIAL

ESTATE
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by Bemard W. Conway
The north Kent bank of the river Thames provides one of the most complete
local sequences of Middle and Upper Pleistocene sediments in Britain. It has been
studied for well over a century by professional and amateur geologists and
archaeologists - benefiting from its closeness to London and ease of accesS. The
Swanscombe area exposes the vital earlier part of this sequence and Barnfield pit is
arguably one of the most important Middle Pleistocene sites in Britain.
For the past 100 years Barnfield pit has provided the type section of the' 100 foot'
terrace of the lower Thames valley. In addition to its geological significance the site
has yielded a mass of archaeological material and rich mammalian and molluscan
faunas; it is one of the few British sites known to archaeologists all over the world. Its
fame is due mainly to the discovery of parts of a human skull belonging to an early
form of Homo sapiens. Several fragments of the skull have now been found, the first, an
occipital bone, being discovered on the afternoon of Saturday 29th June 1935 by
Alvan T. Marston, a Clapham dentist and amateur archaeologist, who found the left
parietal of the same skull nine months later on 15th March 1936. On 30thJuly 1955
John]. Wymer found a right parietal bone which articulated with the pieces found
earlier. The site is consequently of great interest to both Pleistocene geologists and
archaeologists; the interpretation of the deposits is not only of local importance - it
has relevance to the geology of the Middle Pleistocene of the rest of Britain and
north-west Europe as a whole, and indeed to the development of human culture.
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THE GEOLOGY AND
ARCHAEOLOGY OF BARNFIELD PIT
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The unveiling Ceremony will take place at about 11.25 on Saturday June 29th)
but public access to the main attractions on site will be restricted until after 12 noon)
when the invited guests will have completed the)r guided tour. The main entrance to
the Reserve is opposite the 'Rising Sun' Public House in Craylands Lane,
Swanscombe, approximately 15 minutes walk from Swanscombe Station (British
Rail), which is on the London - Dartford - Gravesend line. The London Country
Bus number 480 (Erith to Gravesend via Dartford and Northfleet) stops at
Swanscombe ('George and Dragon' Pub) which is within walking distance of the site.
There are no car parking facilities at the Reserve, but it is hoped that a special car
park will be provided within walking distance ofthe site; the route to the car park will
be signposted. The sketch map below shows the location of the Reserve, centred on
grid reference TQ595745. If you require any further details of the weekend, please
contact Dr K.L. Duff at Foxhold House.

Dr Bernard Conway, recently retired from the British Geological Survey, and
the on-site geologist during the excavations which took place between 1968 and
1972, has written the fOllowing summary of the scientific interest of the Reserve.
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The site is iJnportant for the following reasons:
a) Very large numbers offlint artefacts have been found there, totalling many tens of
thousands.
b) The site has yielded a rich mammalian fauna of Middle Pleistocene aspect,
comprising at least 30 species.
c) The stratigraphic sequence demonstrates several alternating warm and cold
climatic periods.
d) The lower part of the sequence has yielded a Clactonian flint industry, earlier
than the A~petllian industJY associated with the skull fragments, in a context
indicating'l"temporary habitation site.
The site is unique by virtue of the following:
a) It is the site of the discovery of the oldest skeletal remains offossil man in Britain.
b) The skull fragments were associated with artefacts of a Middle Acheulian
industry and with the bones of contemporary mammals.
) Three distinct Lower Palaeolithic industries of flint artefacts (Clactonian) Early
and Late Middle Acheulian) were found in clear and unambiguous stratigraphic
relationship to one a n o t h e r . '
d) The sequence of deposits illustrates the earliest phases ofthe development of the
lower Thames valley.
e) The site has yielded the earliest examples of Ursus spelaeus (cave bear) in Britain,
possibly in Europe.
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The earliest published reference to the Pleistocene deposits at Swanscombe was
by F.e.]. Spurrell in 1883, at which time the area was well-known to collectors of
flint implements. There is a local tradition that the first handaxes were found at
Swanscombe in the 1870s by Harry Lewis, a Camberwell shoemaker. In the past
hundred years controlled excavations have been conducted on four occasions: in
1912/13 by R.A. Smith and H. Dewey, in 1937 by the Swanscombe Committee of
the Royal Anthropological Institute, in 1955/60 by B.O. and j,j, Wymer and in
1968/72 by j, d'A. Waechter. Of these, only the first and last produced any
significant body of geological data.
The Pleistocene deposits at Barnfield pit comprise gravels, sands and loams with
a maximum thickness of 14.5 metres, reaching an altitude of 35.5 metres OD. Six
local stratigraphic units are recognised, and are essentially those established by
Dewey in 1912:
Stage III
Upper Gravel
Upper Loam
Stage Il

Upper Middle Gravel
Lower Middle Gravel

Stage I

Lower Loam
Lower Gravel
CHALK./THA:'mT SAND

The sequence has been divided into three depositional stages, the lower two (I
and Il) of predominantly temperate fluviatile origin and the upper (Ill) mainly of
cool or cold terrestrial origin. The boundaries between the stratigraphic units are
erosional surfaces. The deposits of the first fluviatile stage occupy a shallow channel
about 500 metres wide, cut in the underlying Thanet Sand and Chalk, with the base
level at 21 metres OD. Stage n deposits are more extensive, overlapping those of
Stage I, and form a true-terrace feature. The terrestrial deposits of Stage III overlap
those ofStage Il at the landward margin of the terrace and thin out in the direction of
the river.

of more closed conditions, being divided between Eos primigenius, Palaeoloxodon
antiquus, Cervus elaphus, and the dicerorhine rhinoceroses (D. kirchbergensis is
commoner than D. hemiteochus). Pollen preservation is patchy and erratic, as might be
expected in coarse water-lain deposits, and the spectra reflect an open environment
in the early temperate zone of an interglacial. The presence of Hedera, like the snail
Lauria, testifies to a mild climate. Flakes and cores of an often massive Clactonian
industry, showing varying degrees of rolling, occur throughout.
The Lower Loam is restricted to a channel about 200 metres wide which was cut
into the top of the Lower Gravel. The base of this channel has yielded a localised
concentration of mammalian bones and Clactonian artefacts in a primal y context
which has been interpreted as a 'midden'. The mamma1lian fauna is similar to that of
the Lower Gravel and individual remains vary in size from the jaw of the juvenile
deer to the skull of a rhinoceros. Two additions are of interest - Ursus spelaeus and
Macaca. The main body of the Lower Loam has a complicated depositional history
with much intra-formational channelling and desiccation horizons. The fine-grained
nature of the sediments indicates a marked change in the depositional regime from
that of the Lower Gravel and suggests a low-energy marshy back-water/water
meadow environment. Fresh-water pond ostracods are present, but there are also a
few examples of Cyprinotis salinis, a brackish-water species, which suggests that the site
was close to the tidalljmit of the river. The molluscan fauna in the lower part of the
Lower Loam is similar to that of the Lower Gravel, but in the upper part lacustrine
forms are present, marsh land forms disappear, species indicative of shaded habitats
become common and at the same time xerophytic species increase dramatically. The
terrestrial element in the molluscan fauna indicates dry open grassland with adjacent
woodland and the presence of Laurw and Pomatias suggests mild winter conditions.
These conclusions are supported by the pollen evidence - mixed oak forest with
hazel is present throughout, with a change to an open environment dominated by
grasses and herbs in the upper part of the Lower Loam.
Archaeological material from the Lower Loam, though sparse, is of great
interest. Slightly rolled Clactonian artefacts occur throughout, but in situ Clactonian
occupation is also indicated. The butchering offallow deer is recorded by the finding
of Damn antlers attached to frontal bones and a coiled vertebral column associated
with flakes and core fragments. At about the middle of the Lower Loam is an activity
level associated with a desicc·ation horizon - flint-working debris was found in mint
condition; several flakes could be joined to re-form the original nodule from which
the implement was made. At this level also an oval area of charcoal crumbs was
found, suggestive of ,hearthblow' , but whether of natural origin or man-made is not
known; it was associated with a number of salmon vertebrae.

Stage I deposits comprise' the Lower Gravel and Lower Loam. At the base of
the Lower Gravel a localised solifluction deposit has yielded an unconfirmed record
of Palaeoloxodon trogontherii together with a Clactonian industry of distinctly small
dimension with some flakes showing deep scratches. In the early part of this century,
when the commercial exploitation of the gravels was at its height, this basal level
produced large numbers of the bones, teeth and tusks of Palaeoloxodon antiquus. The
main body of the Lower Gravel has produced a poorly preserved molluscan fauna
dominated by freshwater species (90%) indicating swiftly flowing well-oxygenated
water. The terrestrial element of this fauna suggests the existence of woodland or
scrub with some open ground and marsh. The presence of Lauria throughout
indicates thoroughly temperate conditions with relatively frost-free winters. The
mammalian remains are indicative of interglacial conditions with Damn clactoniana
constituting about 70% of the herbivore fauna and suggesting a scrub environment.
Equus caballus suggesting open conditions comprises 2% and the remainder, indicative

The Lower Loam reaches an elevation of27 metres OD at an erosion surface.
The surface layer, up to 1 metre in thickness, is a zone of decalcification and clay
enrichment and appears to be the truncated remnant of 3,' thick palaeosol. The
soil-forming processes were also responsible for the deposition of secondary calcium
carbonate, in nodular and tabular form, in the main body ofthe Lower Loam below.
Bone and shell material is generally poorly preserved but there are localised
concentrations of crushed and broken bone and antler together with occasional
well-preserved snail shells, some even retaining their original colouration. The pollen
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spectrum indicates an environment dominated bv grasses and open ground herbs
accompanying a pine/birch association and of distinctly cool aspect. Scattered
slightly rolled Clactonian artefacts, some white-patinated, occur on the surface of the
Lower Loam. A five meter square of this land surface when carefully cleared of
overlying sand and gravel, yielded ninety-two animal footprints - mostly deer
(adult andjuvenile) but also horse, ox and some large pachyderms (? elephant). In an
adjacent pit the succeeding Stage Il sediments rest on a cold climate deposit, the
Coombe Rock. This may be associated with the period of time during which the
surface of the Lower Loam was being weathered.
Stage n commences with the transgression of the eroded Lowe~ Loam and
Lower Gravel surface and deposition offluviatile sands and gravels ofthe Lower and
Upper Middle Gravels. The Lower Middle Gravels are partially decalcified and
snail shells are sparse and poorly preserved but indicate swiftly flowing well
oxygenated water. The freshwater forms include some 'southern' thermophilous
species (Corbicula fluminalis, Belgrandia mLlrginata and Theodoxus serratiliniformis)
making their first appearance, which some earlier workers thought marked the
initiation of a connection between the rivers Rhine and Thames. Terrestrial molluscs
indicate that the woodland was more closed than in the Lower Loam, but species
indicative of dry grassland were also well represented; marshland forms are largely
absent. The large herbivores show a marked change in relative abundance from
those in the Lower Gravel/Lower Loam, being dominated by Bos (59%). Animals
suggestive of a closed environment account for 72% of the mammalian fauna
(compared with 70% indicating a scrub environment in the Lower Gravel), while
those suggesting scrub decline to 17% and open environment species (Equus cabalus)
increase to 10%. Pollen concentrations were found to be very low but indicate
temperate open grassland with mixed oak forest, low in hazel. The archaeological
material at this level comprises a rich industry of pointed handaxes of early Middle
Acheulian type, all slightly rolled. This is the level from which the Victorian and
Edwardian collectors obtained their most prized specimens - one collector is
reputed to have acquired over 80,OOO!

The top of the Lower Middle Gravel is an erosion surface with irregularities in
its elevation of about 1.5 metres. Old records show quite clearly that solution
subsidence of the lower part of the sequence (Lower Gravel to Lower Middle Gravel)
took place before deposition of the Upper Middle Gravel at a time when the water
table (and perhaps sea level) had been lowered by 8-10 metres. The subsidence
hollows thus created were subsequently filled by Upper Middle Gravel.
The Upper Middle Gravels show a change in depositional regime with scouring
and infilling by gently flowing water; sediments accumulated to a maximum
elevation of31.5 metres OD. The mammalian fauna, though sparse, is similar to that
of the Lower Middle Gravel with the addition of Lemmus to the rodents. The most
remarkable element of the mammalian fauna is of course Homo sapiens, the three
fragments of human skull being found about a metre above the base of the Upper
Middle Gravel in a trough cross-bedded gravel unit. The skull fragments were found
within a radius of I 0 metres and it therefore seems unlikely that they had travelled far
since disarticulation. Some mammalian cannon bones from the skull level were
found to have their cavities filled with silt - perhaps suggesting that they and the
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skull were derived by erosion from a bank deposit. The skull fragments were
associated with pointed handaxes of early Middle Acheulian type. Pollen has been
recovered only from the lower part of the Upper Middle Gravel and indicates an
open environment with some mixed oak forest assignable to the late temperate zone
III of an interglacial period.
Stage ill commences with a period of erosion of the Upper Middle Gravels,
during which a shallow channel about 150 metres wide was cut in them. The channel
was filled with cold-climate deposits, not yet given a stratigraphic name,
commencing with a solifluction clay resting on the cryoturbated surface ofthe Upper
Middle Gravel. This was overlaid and over-stepped by a sequence of rhythmic
alternating bands affine sand and silty clay displaying intra-formational ice wedge
casts, ice-heave structures and micro-faulting. No faunal, floral or archaeological
material has been recovered from these cold climate deposits.

The cold climate deposits appear to pass comformably up into the Upper Loam
which overlaps them and extends beyona the channel to rest directly on the Upper
Middle Gravel. No mammalian or molluscan faunal remains have been found but
the bed has yielded pollen together with fungal spores and algal material. The pollen
spectrum shows that the bulk of the Upper Loam belongs to the early temperate zone
11 of an interglacial, a conclusion supported by the presence of the thermophile
Hedera and the frost-sensitive flex. The upper part of the Upper Loam has produced
pollen showing a marked increase in Carpinus, at the expense of the temperate forest
elements, suggesting deposition during the late temperate zone III of an interglacial;
Picea does not increase and Abies is absent. Ovate and cordate handaxes of late
Middle Acheulian type, characteristically white-patinated, occur at the base of the
Upper Loam where it rests on the Upper Middle Gravel. The top of the Upper
Loam has yielded flintworking debris in a primary context together with white
patinated ovate handaxes which are markedly twisted in section.
Epigenetic ice wedge casts occur in the upper part of the Upper Loam which
has been deformed and dragged in a down-slope direction by movement of the
Upper Gravel, a solilluction deposit, over the surface. The lower part of the Upper
Gravel contains detached rafts of Upper Loam sediment. No pollen or molluscan
fauna has been found, but there are scattered mammalian bones which include
Ovibos. Som~archaeological material has been found in the lower part and comprises
white-patinated twisted ovate handaxes of late Middle Acheulian type, probably
derived from the top of the Upper Loam over which the solilluction material passed.
Where the Upper Gravel is not overlain by higher beds it has been weathered to a
depth ofabout 1 metre and contains intrusive neolithic flint material, shells and some
bone.
Interpretation. The Pleistocene deposits at Barnfield pit provide evidence of
four cold climatic phases and three periods oftemperate conditions. Erosional gaps in
the sequence preclude the likelihood of this being a complete record ofthe period of
time represented.
Stage I. The pollen spectrum suggests that the main body of the Lower Loam
can be assigned with some confidence to the temperate zone Il or IIIofthe Hoxnian
interglacial- "Type X" and Azollafiliculoides are present. The surface layer of the
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Lower Loam, showing signs of distinct climatic cooling, could be considered as post
temperate zone IV of the same interglacial. The Lower Gravel has yielded pollen of
an early temperate zone Il, and the presence of one half grain of "Type X" might
indicate the Hoxnian interglacial. This is preceded by a localised solifluction deposit
resting on bedrock which perhaps represents the pre-temperate zone I of the
interglacial.
Stage D. Consideration of the mammalian, molluscan and pollen assemblages
of this stage suggests that the Lower Middle Gravel belongs to the temperate zone (Il
or Ill) of the Hoxnian interglacial and that the overlying Upper Middle Grayel (with
Homo sapiens) belongs to the post-temperate zone IV of the same interglacial. This
implies that there are two Hoxnian interglacial periods; the most realistic
interpretation is that Stages I and Il represent two temperate phases of an Hoxnian
interglacial complex, separated by a cold period. This cold period might then be
assigned to the Anglian glacial stage.
Stage ill. Sparse pollen from the Upper Loam suggests that the main body can
be assigned to the early temperate zone Il and the upper part of the late temperate
zone III of an interglacial. Insofar as this interglacial can be characterised it shows
similarities to the Ips\\·ichian. This would imply that the cold climate deposits below
the Upper Loam be assigned to the \Volstonian and the Upper Gravel to the
Devensian. If, however, the recently proposed "complex" status for the Ipswichian
interglacial is accepted both cold periods may fall within the Wolstonian glacial
stage.

4.

ADVICE ON FIELDWORK
IN NATIONAL PARKS

Dr J E. Robinson, the Geologists' Association Librarian, has become aware ofa
number of access problems which have arisen in the National Parks, and has
provided the following useful information. We recommend that party leaders
intending to carry out geological fieldwork within the National Parks should make
use of the service which the Youth & Schools Liaison Officers can provide.

Eric RobinsOD writes:
During the summer of 1984, the Geologists' Association has been corresponding with
both sides of arguments concerning access to localities in National Park areas
-situations which need not have arisen. For this reason, it seems worthwhile
reminding geologists and geomorphologists who lead paliies to these areas that it is
safest to consult the Youth & Schools Liaison Officers appointed to each of the
National Parks before setting out. It is the role ofthese Officers to know their ground,
to know the landowners and persuade them if necessary to accept occasional visitors
in the interests of learning. If they cannot be persuaded, then these are names and
places which they seek to shield from innocent trespass or direct approach. It pays
handsomely to explain any proposed excursion or mapping exercise to the Liaison
Officer, if only to allow him to say "Avoid this Farm at all costs".
On the other side of the coin, with their local experience they can prompt you
with suggestions about localities which may be new, or improved. They can also
operate any scheme on site use which may have been worked out by Site
Documentation Groups, recommending different localities for elementary classes
from those to be reserved for research grade use - a very important aspect of
geological conservation. On this past point, Officers make the comment that they like
to know what people are studying in their Park areas, what they are seeking, and
equally what problems they meet. This is more forthcoming if they genuinely are
being used as 'Liaison' links by teachers and party leaders, and increases their
willingness to supply information when asked.
The Countryside Commission have provided me with a recent list ofYouth &
School Liaison Officers (May 1984), which it seems useful to publish in full:
L

•

Brecon Beacons:

MsR. White

DartmoolC

Mr T. Gant

ExmoolC

Mr F.B. Pearce

Lake District:

Mr S. Drinkwater
& Mr G. Wilson

North York Moors:
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Dr R. Gulliver

Assistant Information Officer, Brecon Beacons
National Park, 7 Glamorgan St., Brecon, Powys
LD3 7DP (Tel: 0874-4437)
Y & S Liaison Officer, Dartmoor National Park,
Parke, Haytor Rd., Bovey Tracey, Devon TQl3 9JQ
(Tel: 0626-832093)
Assistant Visitor Services Officer, Exmoor National
Park, Exmoor House, Dulverton, Somerset
(Tel: 0398-23665)
Y & S Liaison Officer, Lake District National Park,
Brockhole, Windermere, Cumbria LA23 ILJ
(Tel: 09662-3467)
The Moors Centre, Danby, Whitby, North Yorkshire
Y021 2NB (Tel: 0287-60540)
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AJ. Hopkins

Northumberland:

i\1r

Peak Park:

Ms Betsy King

Pembrokeshire Coast

Mr David Pratt

Field Services Officer, Pembrokeshire Coast National
Park, County Offices, Haverfordwesl, Dyfed
SA61 IQZ (Tel: 0437-4591 ex!. 5132)

Snowdonia:

Mr Hugh Roberts

Y & S Liaison Officer, Snowdonia National Park,
Penrhyndeudraeth, Gwynedd, LL48 6~S
(Tee 0766-770274)

Yorkshire Dales:

Mr Timothy Haley

Centres Supervisor, Yorkshire Dales National Park,
Colvend, Hebdon Road, Grassington, Skipton, North
Yorks, BD23 5LB (Tee 0756-752748)

y & S Liaison Oflicer. Northumberland National
Park. Eastburn, South Park, Hexham,
Northumberland, NE46 IBS (Tel: 0434-605555)
y & S Liaison Officer, Peak District National Park,
Losehill Hall Study Centre, Castleton, Derbyshire
S30 2WB (Tel: 0433-20373)

5.

PRACfICAL GEOLOGICAL CONSERVATION
AND INFORMAL SITE ADOPTION

The Geology and Physiography Section is now able to promote actively the
scheme of practical geological conservation and informal site adoption which has
been referred to in recent issues of this journal. Over 200 geological localities have
been re-exposed or improved by NCC over the last ten years, and we continue to
expand our activities in this field. Once cleared, however, the sections need to be kept
clear of talus and vegetation if they are to remain of value in the long-term, and we
have now started to set up a nationwide informal system of voluntary assistance.
Re-excavated sites can easily be kept clear either by continual use by geologists (the
series of roadside sections constituting the Mortimer Forest Geological Trail in
Ludlow are excellent testimony to this), or by periodic handtool clearance work. We
hope that the regular manual clearance necessary at some sites will be undertaken on
a voluntary basis by geological societies, student parties, school groups or interested
individuals, and believe that it will lead to a strong' grass-roots' involvement in
geological conservation.
We have recently published a free leaflet, entitled "Practical Geological
Conserl'Otion", which sets out the background to this and also explains the various
ways in which interested individuals or groups can become involved. Stocks of the
leaflet are available from Mr M.]. Harley at Foxhold House. In addition, Mr Harley
is able to speak to groups who may be interested in becoming involved in such work,
and will be pleased to reply to any requests for further information. A list of the
cleared sites which might usefully be maintained by groups of volunteers is also
available. The informal site adoption scheme has now begun to operate and is
working well, in spite of early concerns expressed by several people about the
responsibilities which would be involved. In fact, the scheme is a simple one, which
does not involve entering any written agreements or commitments, other than
groups or individuals expressing to NCC a willingness to undertake the work. For all
sites in the scheme NCC have already agreed a system of work with the site owner,
and deal with all the initial contact with him; those involved in the clearance work
need only inform the owner of the dates they intend to do the work. If necessary,
NCC can ~ist with the provision of tools on loan.
Several schemes are now well-established. One of particular interest concerns
Boxford Chalk Pit SSSI in Berkshire, which has been 'adopted' by the Brent
Geological Society. In 1983, members of the Society contacted the Geology and
Physiography Section to ask whether a suitable site for "adoption" could be found
within range ofLondon. The nearest appropriate site proved to be Boxford Chalk Pit
near Newbury, about 50 miles from Brent. In spite of the distance enthusiasm
prevailed, and the Brent Geological Society members decided.to 'adopt' the site for a
trial period. This SSSI is particularly suitable for this scheme for a number ofreasons.
It is a small, rather overgrown pit which exposes Chalk of the Micraster coranguinum
Zone. The main interest here lies in the unique structural features, recently described
byJarvis & Woodroof(Geological Magazine, 118, 1981,175-187) and interpreted as a
result of tectonic disturbance, probably contemporaneous faulting. In 1978 the
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heavy accumulation of talus and vegetation was removed for NCC by contractors
using a mechanical excavator. However, following that clearance the faces rapidly
began to deteriorate again and it was obvious that this site needed regular attention
to maintain the geological interest. This is exactly the sort of situation for which the
'site adoption scheme' was conceived. It is not desirable to use a mechanical
excavator too frequently on sites like this since the soft chalk is too easily eroded, and
the ideal form ofmanagement is regular hand clearance to keep vegetation down and
clean up the rock face. In August 1984 a team of volunteers from the Brent Society
spent a Sunday at Boxford carrying out a hand clearance operation and succeeded in
reinstating the main quarry face to an excellent condition. A further, visit is to be
arranged after the winter to check the effects of the weather and it is hoped that
regular maintenance will be carried out to keep the site in good condition. Special
thanks are due to the members of the Brent Geological Society for their sterling work
on this SSSI.
Other schemes are operative in the Mendips, where maintenance ofsome ofthe
sites included in the forthcoming guide to alternative localities in the Mendips (see
p.27) is being carried out by enthusiastic individuals. Hugh Prudden, of Yeovil
College, is undertaking periodic maintenance of the trench section cut in Silurian or
Carboniferous shales at Downhead Quarry, whilst Richard Arthur ofSt. Brendons
Sixth Form College in Bristol is maintaining the magnificent section in Triassic
Dolomitic Conglomerate faulted against synclinally-folded Rhaetic and Liassic
sediments at Chilcompton Railway Cutting. Elsewhere in the southwest Ron Smith,
a member of the Bath Geological Society, has 'adopted' the cleared sections in
Cherry Gardens Railway Cutting, Bitton near Bristol, recently cleared by volunteers
from the British Trust for Conservation Volunteers (see p.60). In Oxfordshire the
Geology Department of Oxford Polytechnic have adopted Rock Edge Quarry at
Headington, Oxford, a disused quarry in the Vpper Jurassic Corallian Beds, where
good exposures of the Coral Rag unit of the Corallian can be seen. These show a
complete transition from broken marginal reef deposits through to comparatively
fine-grained shell-coral sand, deposited on the northern flank ofthe Headington reef.
NCC wish to express their great appreciation to all these individuals and institutions
for their much-valued help in conserving these important localities. We hope very
much that other individuals or groups will be encouraged to join the scheme, and we
look forward to hearing from you!

BUGLE PIT, BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
- A CONSERVATION CASE STUDY
The Bugle Pit or Bugle Horn Pit at Hartwell, near Aylesbury, has been visited
by geologists for something like 150 years. Its 8-9 metres of Portland and, more
particularly, Purbeck strata attracted the attention ofnumeroous geologists over that
period. Since its first description by Morris, in 1856, the site has been repeatedly
described, and collected from for a number of fossil groups, notably ostracods,
reptiles, molluscs and insects. When in work the site was the source of important
carhosaur and sauropod dinosaur finds. Before the Second World War Sylvester
Bradley made collections of the ostracod faunas, which later were used in an
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important taxonomic and palaeoecological study across the Portland:.Purbeck
transition by Barker (1966). ,?S a stratigraphic site the locality may be regarded as a
standard for the latest J urasslc rocks of the Buckinghamshire outcrop.
In its heyday the face had been around 200 metres in length. The remaining
central portion of this once extensive section was first scheduled as an SSSI in 1951.
The last worker to be able to measure something approaching a complete section had
been Sylvester-Bradley in 1939. From then the site slowly deteriorated, with help
from unsympathetic tenant farmers bearing tipped material, until 1958 when the
remnant face was conclusively bulldozed. Subsequent attempts at resurrection failed
and the site lay dormant until late in 1959 when Prof ].F. Kirkaldy with an
enthusiastic student party created a small alternative section in the southeastern
corner of the site, allowing geologists to examine the top two metres of the Purbeck
section. By 1962 the site had again disappeared due to. weathering and infilling.
Attempts in the mid 1960s to open up the site again failed, but in 1967 it proved
possible to clean up a remnant of the Kirkaldy excavation, using the Conservation
Corps labour. Sadly but inevitably, because of the scale of the exposure being
created, the outcrops soon degraded and became overgrown.
In subsequent years discussions with the then owners, the Ernest Cook Trust,
about excavating a larger section failed to reach a satisfactory conclusion, as did
approaches to the new owner when the site changed hands in 1978.
The state ofthe site was clearly unsatisfactory, both to the owner because it was
an unproductive hollow in the corner of his field, and to geologists as a classic but
worthless buried section. During the course of the Geological Conservation Review
the site had been selected (on paper at least) as essential for three separate topics
urassic stratigraphy, vertebrate palaeontology and palaeoentomology) but the site
could not be examined because of its condition. Following discussions between the
owner and the Geological Conservation Review Unit it was agreed that a 'new'
section should be created to make something worthwhile of the site. Accordingly
during June 1984 a week long machine excavation of the site was undertaken to
create a six metre deep and thirty metre long section through the entire Purbeck
sequence, the first time such a section had been visible for 50 years. Subsequently the
new pit was fenced and a hedge planted above the face.
In November the Lonclon Branch of the Open V niversity Geological Society
undertook itrther hand cleaning and the landscaping, and also installed steps to
allow access to the lower part of the section, all this prior to final landscaping and
seeding of the broken ground.
The Nature Conservancy Council would like to express its sincere thanks to the
owner of the Bugle Pit, Mr H. Herring, both for allowing the creation of a
worthwhile section there and for his assistance on numerous occasions during the
course of the project. Thanks also are due to the members of the O.V.G.S. for their
tireless efforts at Bugle and other sites.

ACCESS TO BUGLE PIT
Visitors are welcome but permission to visit the site should be sought at the
stables: Hartwell Riding Stables, Oxford Road, Hartwell, Stone, Aylesbury, Bucks.
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Access to the pit can only be gained through the riding st~bles yard. Parties should
apply for permission to visit in writing to Mr Herring at the riding stables. Because of
the limited extent of the outcrop the use of hammers is not permitted on the site.
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6.

A GEOLOGICAL GUIDE TO ALTERNATIVE
LOCALITIES IN THE EAST MENDIPS

The forthcoming publication of this new guide was announced in the last issue
of Earth Science Conservation, with publication then aimed for May 1984.
Unfortunately, a number of delays occurred, mainly as a result of site specific
problems which arose, and publication was postponed until these, and other,
problems had been overcome. These have now all been resolved and the book is well
on the way to\.','ards production, with publication being targetted for September of
this year. We expect that it will be sold for about £6 and wide publicity will be given
to its publication, so that prospective purchasers will be made aware of its
availability. Anyone wishing to reserve a copy should write to the Geology and
Physiography Section at Foxhold House.
The 'East Mendips Guide' breaks new ground, since, not only is it by far the
most comprehensive guide produced by the Nature Conservancy Council (some two
hundred pages in length), but it also takes a new approach to guided fieldwork
which, it is intended, will provide fresh opportunities to plan purpose-made
excursions within East Mendip. For the first time in a major geological fieldguide,
the owners ofall the sites it describes have agreed that details oftheir property may be
included. As a result of negotiations between the owners and the Nature
Conservancy Council, many of the sites now have open access and the conditions on
which access may be obtained to the remainder are clearly set out. In consequence
users of the guide should not experience the difficulties which have developed in
other fieldwork areas where pressures have grown rapidly and where the co
operation of all the site owners has not been secured.
The localities described in the guide have been carefully selected, preference
being given to those which can be maintained in a good and usable condition
through the periodic removal of tal us, scree or spoil from rock faces as part of the
NCC's programme of site maintenance. Virtually all of the localities have already
been specially cleared by NCC so that they now provide fresh, extensive and
instructive outcrops. The most spectacular example is the extensive exposure at
Tedbury Camp Quarry where a marine bench, cut across steeply-dipping
Carboniferous Limestone and overlain by Inferior Oolite, demonstrates a unique
assemblage..ir 'rock-ground" and 'strike-line' features.
The guide seeks to spread fieldwork more widely over the eastern Mendips,
thereby reducing problems of overuse caused by the present concentration of
field.work on a small number ofsites. The work is divided into a number of geological
units, each of which contains a range oflocalities, differing from each other in detail.
Visitors can thus select an itinerary which covers those aspects of Mendip geology
which they particularly wish to examine. An itinerary to show a general sample of
Mendip geology can be readily selected by choosing one locality from each unit; on
the other hand, a highly specialised itinerary, concentrating on for example facies
variation within theJurassic, can be obtained by linking all the localities listed within
a single chapter. Routes can also be tailored to meet personal requirements, from a
desire to carry out a visit entirely on foot to a wish to rely as far as possible on car or
coach transport.
The new guide demonstrates some aspects of the practice of geological
conservation. The overuse cif sites by geologists leads to a rapid build-up oftalus and
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loss of exposure and is one of the major causes of site deterioration. The Nature
Conservancy Council believes that this problem can only be solved by positive
action, and over the last decade have provided new and restored old exposures, each
specifically selected to withstand heavy use, NCC have publicised such sites and
provided detailed information on the features they show and by so doing have spread
the growing load of fieldwork over a growing number of localities.
The guide is divided into three parts. A General Introduction (Part I) provides
an overall geological context into which the detailed site descriptions which make up
Part I! can be set. Part I! supplies information on the location, ownership, parking
facilities, accessibility, condition and educational value of thirty-nine individual
localities. These have been aranged in units according to their geological interest and
for each unit a more detailed introduction is provided. A keyword index, Part II!, is
included to help in the selection oflocalities and itineraries and is supplemented by a
locality map, colour-coded according to geological interest.
Although all localities in the guide are included by kind permission of their
respective owners or occupiers, field leaders are reminded that, apart from open
access sites, it is essential to obtain permission before any visit is made. The guide
therefore contains a model 'Consent to Visit' form, which should be sent to site
owners in advance; photocopies of the form can be made without infringing
copyright.
The General Introduction contains a number of novel features, including a
reconstruction of the Mendip archipelago as it existed during Lower Jurassic times
-a Dimorphodon (flying reptile)-eye view! There are further reconstructions of an
Upper Triassic landscape, a Rhaetian sea floor, a Carboniferous sea floor and a Coal
Measures swamp. There is also a detailed account of the mineralogy of the Mendips
in which new theories concerning the types of mineralisation are discussed and a
number of localities where the various mineral assemblages can be found are
mentioned. An account of the structural evolution of the Mendips is also given and a
map is provided to illustrate the main structural elements within the study area.
The guide sets out a number of suggested exercises at each locality in the hope
that students will gain maximum benefit from their field visits through observing and
recording, rather than in hammering and collecting. One of the primary aims of the
new guide is to encourage field parties to make the best use of the available outcrops,
thus ensuring that they remain available for students in the future.
A large number of localities can be included in the guide only as a result of
recent maintenance and improvement work carried out by the Nature Conservancy
Council. Many Mendip localities were described by geologists working in the early
part of this century and were subsequently overgrown and obscured by downwashed
tal us. A number were cleared using hand tools but, where overburden was a
problem, mechanical excavators were used. NCC is not in a position to undertake
frequent routine maintenance ofMendip sites and it would be most helpful ifschools,
colleges and geological societies who undertake fieldwork in the Mendips would
become actively involved with the upkeep of one or more chosen sites. Offers to take
an active part in maintaining and improving the field facilities in East Mendip (or
elsewhere) perhaps as part of the informal 'site adoption' scheme described in the
previous item, should be addressed to the Geology and Physiography Section at
Foxhold House.
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7. PROGRESS OF THE
GEOLOGICAL CONSERVATION REVIEW
FOSSIL REPTILE SITES
M.]. Benton
The Geological Conservation Review of fossil reptile sites is nearly complete.
Nearly 500 sites were located from which the bones or skeletons of reptiles had been
collected, and these ranged in age from the Permian to the Pleistocene. This number
has been reduced to a total of about 50 sites which have been, or will be designated as
SSSIs.
The review of fossil reptile sites has had several spin-offs. The information that
was collected had never been assembled before, and we now have an important data
base that will be of value to palaeontologists. Some of this information has been
published already, and most of it will be eventually. Benton and Wimbledon (1985)
have recently reviewed the whole subject of the conservation and the use of fossil
reptile sites in Britain. They outlined in detail the methods that have been used to
pinpoint the sites, many of which produced important fossils over 100 years ago.
Details were given of how the Geological Conservation Review Unit selected the sites
that were to be designated as SSSIs: these were broadly those sites that had the
greatest potential for future finds of fossil reptiles. Several considerations had to be
taken into account in making this decision: first of all were the scientific aspects 
what had the site produced in the past, and was the fossil-bearing horizon still
available?; secondly came the practical and conservation aspects - would there be
any chance ofre-excavating the site, or was it entirely built up, or filled; did the fossils
occur predictably, or were they scattered, and so on? Benton and Wimbledon (1985)
concluded with some specific examples of the proper use of fossil reptile sites, by
careful excavation and the recording of maximum available information. Vertebrate
palaeontologists have, in the past, often failed to record essentialsite data, and we are
left with huge collections of bone labelled "Chalk, Sussex" or "Wealden, Isle of
Wight". There is great room for improvement!
As a second kind of spin-off, the Geological Conservation Review U nit data on
fossil reptile sites has allowed some detailed studies of particular areas. Benton and
Taylor (19!lt") collected aWof the data - geological and historical - about the
marine reptiles from the Lower J urassic of the Yorkshire coast. They were able to
examine dozens of specimens, determine the localities, often by devious means, and
to age the specimens, in some cases, by the associated ammonites and sediments. In
the end, they presented detailed locality data that can provide valuable predictions
about where the best places are to look for more fossils. More studies of this kind are
planned and of course the review of sites and the search for new localities goes on.
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THE PALAEOGENE SITES OF SOUTHERN ENGLAND;
THEIR SCIENTIFIC VAL UE AND CONSERV ATION
by Brian Daley
As a consequence of the offshore exploration for hydrocarbons which has taken
place in recent years, knowledge of the Palaeogene of the British area has been
enhanced to a considerable degree. But whilst such activity has provided a constant
source of new material and information, the scientific potential of the highly
valuable, and in some cases internationally significant, onshore sites may be
threatened in various ways and by diverse interests.
Scientific investigation of the British Palaeogene (and particularly its fossils)
began in earnest in the late eighteenth century. Solander's description (in Latin!) of
Hampshire fossils in the British Museum collection was one ofthe earliest records (in
Brander, 1766). In the nineteenth century the publication of numerous papers and
reports by the Geological Survey testified to the scientific value of the many sites
which existed during this period. Many famous names were associated with this work
- Webster, Forbes, Bristow and the like - and it is indeed sad that their writings are
in part a catalogue of now extinct sites. Such records illustrate a major problem of
Palaeogene geology from the point ofview ofconservation, namely the generally soft
and easily degraded nature of Palaeogene material. Disused quarries in the
Carboniferous Limestone have a considerable survival potential; deserted brick pits
in the London Clay do not! Hence it is all the more vital to conserve the Palaeogene
sites which remain since their vulnerability is the greater.
The Palaeogene sites of southern England Occur in the London Basin, the
Hampshire Basin together with small outliers in Dorset, and in Devon, where the
fault-bounded basins of Bove)' and Petrockstow occur adjacent to the Sticklepath
Luthleigh Fault. It is difficult to be precise about the number of scientifically viable
Palaeogene sites which persist in these areas. In the London Basin, there are perhaps
forty sites in various states of preservation of which ten have been selected so far as
Geological Conservation Review sites. In the Hampshire Basin, and including
western outliers and the working pits of ECC Ball Clays, there are something under
forty ofwhich twenty two have been selected to date. In Devon, there are in excess of
twenty extant Palaeogene sites, all of which are inland pits or quarries, and ofwhich
well over half are currently being worked for ball clay, site selection there is still in
progress.
Following a sustained study of the Palaeogene by such workers as Curry (1965,
1966), the last twenty years have seen a very considerable resurgence of interest and
research on these sites. Partly this has reflected an expansion of interest in
sedimentology and palaeoenvironmental interpretation in recent years; partly it has
reflected considerable developments in both animal and plant micropalaeontology.
To a considerable extent it has resulted from the continued existence ofgood and, in
many cases, unique sections in the variable sediments at the western margins of the
North West European Tertiary Basin with its both academic and economic
significance. The vVhitecliff Bay section in the Isle of Wight, is, for example, the
stratigraphically most extensive Palaeogene section in Western Europe, with that of
Alum Bay/Headon Hill running it a close second.
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Numerous foreign workers have been attracted to these sections; Buurman
(1980) on palaeosols, Feist-Castel (1977) on charophytes and Bosma (1974) on
mammals are but three examples. Many papers have been published by British
geologists working on these sites; a number ofPh.D. theses have been completed and
more in preparation reflects their continuing geological potential. Of recent
research, the extensive studies of the Sheffield University workers on dinoflagellates
and their value for correlation is particularly worthy of mention, whilst exciting work
currently in progress is that ofHailwood and his collaborators from the University of
Southampton on magnetostratigraphy. Other ongoing work includes structural
analysis which is beginning to indicate the extent of structural control on
sedimentation, whilst the value of the varied and well preserved successions for
sedimentary geochemical investigations of paralic sequences is now being realised.
In terms of conserving sections for such research work and for educational use,
the Palaeogene sites (apart from those temporarily resulting from civil engineering
works) fall mainly into three categories: natural sea cliffs, working pits and quarries,
and former pits and quarries.
In the Hampshire Basin, best known to me of the three Palaeogene areas, the
major coastal cliff sections in the Isle of Wight are in a good state and are in little
danger from other vested interests. The two major sections in Whitecliff and Alum
Bays are privately owned and there are potential difficulties (not normally apparent
in practice) regarding access and the collection of material. The section in the worst
state of preservation on the Island is Bouldnor Cliff, a particular pity since it is the
only site where the Cranmore and Hamstead Members of the Bouldnor Formation
are preserved and stratigraphically the most extensive Oligocene succession in south
eastern England. Rotational slumping and other mass movements have always
caused difficulties at this site and there seems little that can be done to improve the
situation. It is perhaps significant that much recent work has utilised intertidal
foreshore exposures, which in soft Palaeogene strata can be extensive and
stratigraphically continuous. Clearly such intertidal sites also need protection and
conservation.
On the mainland of Hampshire the picture is a less happy one, as for example, in
the case of the 'Barton Cliffs' section. Following a public enquiry, and the protests'of
geologists ~o pointed out the international-stratigraphical importance of the
section, large parts of the cliffs were subject to the erection of coastal defences which
have obscured considerable areas of the section (see Melville and Freshney, 1982,
Fig. 29).
Further to the west, much of the Bournemouth section has been obscured for
many years, but although the local authority is continuing to grade areas of the cliffs,
some good exposures persist. Unauthorised work on such sections is prohibited, but
the local authority tends to look favourably on applications for access from bona fide
scientists.
Since the days when the Sheet Memoirs of the Geological Survey were written,
large numbers of inland Palaeogene sites have disappeared for one reason or another.
Some, like the Haldon Hills Sand Pits in Devon and Lower Swanwick Brickyard
near Southampton have been destroyed by road development. Others have been
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infilled; some have degraded naturally; some, like certain former ball clay pits are
flooded. and of others mentioned in thc literature there is now no trace.
In such a varied sequence as the Palaeogene of southern England, in which
rapid vcrtical and lateral variation reflect the paralic situation of the times and rapid
temporal and geographical change, inland sections have a perhaps more vital role to
play than is the case of more laterally or vertically persistent Successions. Many
contain unique or atypical facies offossil assemblages poorly represented in or absent
from the larger coastal sections, whilst others facilitate correlation. Examples are
Prospect Quarry on the Isle ofWight with its unusual pisolitic caliche development
in the Bembridge Limestone and its prolific fauna of terrestrial 'gastropods. The
Blackdown (Dorset) outlier is another example, its pebbly facies having considerable
implications for Palaeogene provenance and Contemporary tectonism.
The working quarries and pits pose a different conservation problem, one
illustrated, for example, the case ofthe ball clay pits worked in Dorset and Devon.
These sites are of considerable scientific as well as commercial value, and represent
an association offacies essentially absent from natural sections in the Palaeogene. As
the~' are excavated for clay many ofthe sites are simultaneously or subsequently back
filled. Ifdeserted, such workings degrade rapidly and become vegetated whilst some
also flood. Furthermore, whilst companies retain the mineral rights for a number of
years, it is required of them in most cases to ultimately return the land to agricultural
use or otherwise refurbish it. Even if a site were to be conserved in the normally
accepted fashion, the constant maintenance of faces and the expense of doing so
would be a continual burden. If geological conservation is undertaken primarily to
facilitate further scientific investigation, then the concept and practice of
conservation in the case of such working pits must be different.
What essentially must be nurtured and preserved (as has happened with ECC
Ball Clays) is a good relationship between the scientific community and industry. An
ongoing access to material is after all what is important; the maintenance ofa specific
locality may not for scientific purposes necessarily be paramount.
Work on the notification and description of the Palaeogene sites in southern
England is progressing slOwly, in part because the pressure ofongoing research limits
the willingness of Palaeogene geologists to give their time to this type of activity. At
the present time, however, sites of particular significance for mammals and plant
macrofossils are being dealt with by Dr A. Insole and Dr M.E. Collinson respectively,
whilst I am working on the sites of more general stratigraphical and
palaeonenvironmental significance. At this moment, most of the definitive
descriptions of the latter sites in the Hampshire Basin are complete, at least in terms
offirst draft stage. A good deal of work remains to be done on the London Basin sites,
whilst work on those in Devon for the Geological Conservation Review Unit will
constitute a prime task for the Spring of 1985.
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FOSSIL ARTHROPODS: CHELICERATES
by P. Se/den
Chelicerates constitute an arthropod group of immense importance in the
Earth's ten'estrial ecosystems at the present day. Spiders are the most abundant and
successful predators on land, mites and ticks count myriads of pest species among
their number, and the other groups, such as harvestmen, scorpions, pseudoscorpions,
etc., are no less spectacular in their adaptations. Better known to palaeontologists are
the aquatic king-crabs (Limulus and its allies) which are dubbed 'living fossils' on
account oftheir long geological history ofslow evolution, and the extinct eurypterids,
or sea-scorpions, which included huge carnivorous forms up to 2m long: the largest
arthropods ever.
Britain can boast numerous chelicerate fossil localities of international repute,
particularly in SiJurian, Devonian and Carboniferous rocks. Commonly, these are
famous for the entire fauna since chelicerates normally occur in restricted or
uncommon facies with well-preserved fish, plants and crustaceans. In Scotland,
eurypterid and fish beds occur in the Silurian inliers ofLesmahagow, Hagshaw Hills
and Pentland Hills in the midland valley. That on the Logan Water is particularly
prolific and in the last century was the site of ,Camp Siluria', a long-term collecting
expedition which produced many fine specimens. This site is indigenous for
rettopterus bilobus and the huge Slimonia acuminata, whereas others nearby yield the
large, spinose Lanarkopterus dolichoschelus, Brachyoplerella ritchiei and stylonuroids, while
the Pentland Hills bed contains mostly stylonuroids.
The Welsh Borderland Silurian contains many localities which have yielded
eurypterid..vtlnd again these show ecological differences. Ludford Lane at Ludlow,
Bradnor Hill near Kington and Perton near Stoke Edith are rich in eurypterid and
hughmilleriid forms as well as Salteropterus abbreviatus whereas the Whitclife at
Ludlow and Church Hill, Leintwardine have more pterygotids and Carcinosoma.
In the Devonian rocks of Scotland, large pterygotid and stylonurid eurypterids
predominate - the 'seraphim' of quarrymen - but the numerous sites are
unfortunately scattered and mostiy overgrown. However, one locality in the Scottish
Devonian deserves especial mention: the Rhynie chert near Aberdeen is a silicified
peat preserving some of the oldest terrestrial plants and arthropods, including the
oldest known spider, mite and the spider-like Palaeocharinus as well as the oldest insect
and a crustacean. A similar fauna and flora has been discovered in New York and
both sites are now giving exciting insights into the earliest life on land.
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The Carboniferous was a time when life on land and in fresh water flourished,
and saw the proliferation of terrestrial chelicerates (the arachnids) whilst the aquatic
eurypterids dwindled. Many sites in the Lower Carboniferous of the Scottish
midland valley have produced fine chelicerate specimens, and some localities have
been excavated recently, yielding abundapt.well-preserved fish and arthropods. One
site at Glencartholm in Eskdale is notable for its prolific diversity of eurypterids,
scorpions, xiphosurans, crustaceans, fish and plants.
In England, Carboniferous chelicerates are mainly restricted to the Coal
Measures, in which they occur in clay-ironstone nodules in shale. Such sites were
once comparable to the well-known Mazon Creek of Illinois in their chelicerate
interest, but unlike that locality are no longer collectable. In Victorian times, clay
pits at Coseley near Dudley, Sparth Bottoms in Rochdale, Ilkeston in Derbyshire and
Crawcrook near Newcastle-upon-Tyne were producing vast quantities of waste
ironstone nodules. These lay weathering on heaps where they could be readily split
open by enthusiastic amateur collectors to re\'eal beautiful plant fossils and the
occasional xiphosuran, myriapod, insect or arachnid. All but Crawcrook have now
been filled in, and it is unfortunate too that in modern strip-mining the waste shale
with nodules is no longer left in spoil heaps where fossils can be collected, but is
transported immediately to restore previously worked ground.

Site investigation and selection of sites for the Geological Conservation Review
has had to take into account all the factors noted above. The recognition of
international or national status is important, and many sites are duplicated by the
fish, plant and other workers. Localities are chosen which exemplify the evolution of
the chelicerates and the diversity of chelicerate faunas within any stratigraphical
period. Of major importance too is the present and future availability of the site for
research; many excellent localities have long disappeared, particularly in the Coal
Measures, yet others may prove to have more future potential than was realised in
the past. Probably the greatest skill in geological conservation is the ability to
recognise the research potential of new sites at their inception so that they can be
managed with care for present and future generations. Had this happened three
decades ago, the British Coal Measure heritage might still rival that ofMazon Creek.

MINCHINHAMPTON QUARRIES, GLOUCESTERSHIRE
D. w. Cripps

~)'

In February, 1984, with the kind permission of the National Trust, two faces of
an old quarry on Minchinhampton Common (Gloucestershire) were excavated by
the Geological Conservation Review Unit.

During the last century, numerous quarries in the Bathonian (MiddleJ urassic)
shallow marine limestones of Minchinhampton Common were celebrated fossil
collecting sites. The quarries were made paFticularly famous through the work of a
local palaeontologist, Dr John Lycett (1804-1882) who, with John Morris (1811
1886), Professor of Geology at University College, London, published a three-part
monograph on the molluscan faunas of the Great Oolite of Minchinhampton
(Morris & Lycett, 1851-55). This monograph was one of the earliest published by the
Palaeontographical Society and was the first attempt to systematically describe the
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molluscan fauna of a single J urassic formation. Over 150 new 'species' of gastropods
and bivalves from Minchinhampton were described in the work, and although this
number has been reduced by subsequent taxonomic revisions (e. p. Cox & Arkell,
1948-50), a considerable number of species described by Morris & Lycett remain
valid.
Ammonites are uncommon in the British Bathonian, but while still worked, the
quarries ofMinchinhampton Common yielded examples ofseveral different species;
the type-specimens of both MorrisicerQs morrisi (M & L) and Tulites subcontractus (M &
L), now used as zonal indices in the English Middle Bathonian, came from
Minchinhampton, although the exact stratigraphic horizon of most Minchin
hampton ammonites was generally not recorded. The gastropod fauna collected
from the quarries is unique within the British Bathonian and contains a number of
species which may have lived nearby on a rocky shoreline (Barker, 1976). That
Minchinhampton at times within the Bathonian was in an area near to land is also
suggested by the occurrence within the 'Great Oolite' limestones ofa well-preserved
megalosaur skull (Smith, 1910) and quartz pebbles (Lucy, 1890).
Besiaes beautifully preserved molluscs, the quarries also yielded representatives
of other taxa, notably Corals (McCoy, 1848). Material from Minchinhampton has
found its way into many local and national museum collections; some even travelled
abroad and is now housed in museums as far afield as Melbourne, Australia.
By 1945, the only significant remaining exposure of the 'Great Oolite' on
Minchihampton Common was in 'Crane Quarry' (SO 85610151). Infilling of this
site by Stroud R.D.C. was proceeding rapidly at that time, but was stopped prior to
the 1948 International Geological Congress Meeting, largely through the efforts of
W.]. Arkell. Subsequently, however, the infilling resumed, and by 1955 the 'Crane
Quarry' site had been totally filled and levelled Fortunately an older quarry,
adjacent to 'Crane Quarry', was never infilled and levelled, and it was here that two
faces were rc-exposed by the Geological Conservation Review Unit in 1984. The
possibility exists that this older quarry was one of the actual quarries visited byJohn
Lycett in the first part of the last century, and the site should prove to be of
considerable stratigraphical, palaeontological and sedimentological value. Preliminary
collecting has shown that the re-exposed 'Great Oolite' on Minchinhampton
Common c9lllains a rich ami well-preserved molluscan fauna, with small gastropods
especially abundant; some of the limestones collected were of great petrographical
interest. Further research will undoubtedly enhance the value of this site and may
even resolve some of the stratigraphical problems which remain in the
Min<;hinhampton area.
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PUDDLEBROOK QUARRY, GLOUCESTERSHIRE
kr C]. Cleal
In Earth Science Consermtion 20 (p.3S:, it was announced that the Nature
Conservancy Council had made preliminary excavations at this famous Mississippian
plant site. The results of this work were sufficiently encouraging for 'the ::'\CC to
organize a second dig here in 1984. The material extracted has been investigated by
N.P. Rowe of the University of Bristol, under the supervision ofDr K.C. Alien. It has
considerably added to our understanding of this classic flora, with the discovery of
several new forms, including Archaeocalamites, Clu~rdia and a large Calathiopsis. The
much greater amount of material which he has had available has also allowed Rowe
to study the previously known species in much greater detail, particularly from the
point of view of epidermal structures and the relationships between vegetative and
fertile organs. This Geological Conservation Review Unit sponsored research dig is
another co-operative project with outside workers, which has helped considerably to
expand our understanding ofone ofBritains most important palaeontological SSSIs.

PLEISTOCENE SITES IN THE THAl\1ES-AVON SYSTEM
Over the last two years, great efforts, by the Geological Conservation Review
U nit, have been put into the investigation of Pleistocene sites in southern England.
By their nature, these soft deposits degrade rapidly and become overgrown. Many
classic sites have been lost over the years and many potentially important sites
overlooked or lost before they could even be studied. Many sites have now been
resurrected, or at least partially excavated, so that they may be assessed while, at the
same time, specialists. have been encouraged to study their assorted interests
(including polynology, pedology and archaeology, as well as the more mundane
mainstream geological disciplines). The following accounts, relevant to this project,
give some examples of the contribution made by many workers to the GeoIogical
Conservation Review of sites.

LITTLE OAKLEY, ESSEX
by D. Bridgland
Mechanical excavation of important early Middle Pleistocene interglacial
sediment was carried out by the Geological Conservation Review Unit in October
1984 at Little Oakley, Essex. The existence of fossiliferous .sands of apparent
Cromerian age at this site was established in the 1930s, when material thrown up
from new ditch excavations came to the attention of a visiting geologist. It was
suggested then that the sediments were part of a fluvial channel fill, but further
opportunities for its study did not present themselves, and no detailed description
was ever published. Field research carried out recently by workers from Cambridge
University and the City ofLondon Polytechnic has resulted in the delimitation of the
channel. As part of its assessment of new Pleistocene sites the Geological
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Conservation Review Unit undertook excavations which provided an invaluable
opportunity for large bulk samples of the sediments to be collected and an
investigation of the lateral relationships of part of the channel to be made. The
deposits have yielded a number of mammalian fossils, including Eucladoceros (extinct
deer). As well as a good mollusc fauna, five ostracod species new to Britain were
discovered and a detailed pollen record obtained. All of these lines ofevidence point
to an interglacial belongmg somewhere within the "Cromerian complex" of the
early I\:Iiddle Pleistocene as recognized in the Netherlands, probably pre-dating the
Cromerian sensu stricto of north Norfolk. The description of these interglacial deposits
will be a major advance in British Pleistocene stratigraphy as the site, so far, appears
to be unique in Britain. Lithological study of the sediments suggests that the channel
may represent a former course of the early Thames, which used to traverse this part of
Essex.

UPPER THAMES SITES AT
MAGDALEN COLLEGE DEER PARK AKD
EYNSHAM STATION PIT, OXFORDSHIRE
by D. Bridgland
As part of its site-investigation programme in the Pleistocene of the Upper
Thames Valley, the Geological Conservation Review Unit has recently organised
the re-excavation oftwo important interglacial sites, both originally described in the
I 920s. The first of these was an old gravel pit in the deer park of Magdalen College,
Oxford. In February 1984, an exposure was made here with a mechanical digger,
enabling sampling for pollen and molluscs to be done and some fragmentary
vertebrate material to be collected. The combined results of these investigations have
confirmed an Ipsv.'ichian date for the sediments, which are thought to represent the
upper part of the Summertown-Radley Terrace aggradation.
Another site cut in Summertown-Radley Terrace deposits at Eynsham Station
Pit has yielded abundant mammalian and molluscan remains from interglacial
sediments in a similar stratigraphic context to those at Magdalen College. In
October 1984, sections in the old overgrown pit were re-examined. Samples collect~d
still await analysis but, with the exception of an indeterminate bone fragment, no
evidence forp preservation-of interglacial sediments was encountered.

GEOLOGISTS' ASSOCIATION EXCURSION TO
GLOBE PIT AND LION PIT, ESSEX
DECEMBER 1984
On December 2nd 1984, a Geologists' Association excursion visited two
Pleistocene sites in the Grays area of Essex, namely Globe Pit and Lion Pit, both
recently excavated by the Geological Conservation Review' Unit (as reported in
Earth Science Conservation 21). Both sites have yielded Palaeolithic material in some
abundance; the party were able to inspect some of the finds made during the cleaning
operation as well as to observe the new sections.
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MALDON RAIL\VAY CUTTING
br D. Rridg/and

In March 1984, hand-cleaning ofsections at Maldon railwa y cutting, Essex, was
undertaken by the Geological Conservation Review U nit, in conjunction with
specialists from the City of London Polytechnic and Birkbeck College. This site is of
considerable importance to the Pleistocene geology of southeast England, as this is
the type site of the MaJdon Till, claimed to be stratigraphically lower than the main
till sheet of southern East Anglia, and separated from it by glacial gravels. This claim,
and even the existence of the Maldon Till, has been questioned in r,ecent years. The
1984 excavation appears to have provided the first opportunity to study the Maldon
type site since the construction of the railway, which has long been abandoned. The
new sections have confirmed the presence of chalky till overlain by gravel, although
the glacial origin (or otherwise) of the latter has yet to be proved. Work on these
sediments is continuing.

LION PIT, ESSEX
~J!

D. Bridg/and

In 1984 The Geological Conservation Review U nit organised the cleaning of
sections in the Lion Pit tramway cutting, a site exposing Pleistocene deposits
belonging to the Lower Thames terrace system. These sediments are banked against
a steeply rising Chalk Cliffat the northern end of the site, where the main excavation
was carried out. The unconsolidated nature of the material has resulted in poor
exposure for many years, so the new sections provided a valuable opportunity to
assess the geology of the site. A sequence of laminated silts and sands was revealed,
with lobes ofchalk slurry interdigitating from the north. Rather than bedrock Chalk
the deposits overlap onto slurried chalk or 'Coombe-Rock', which passes below the
floor of the cutting within the excavated area. The sand/silt sequence has the
appearance of an intertidal rather than a fluvial succession, which poses questions
about its relationship to the local fluvial terrace system. At the base of the intertidal
sequence a coarse lag gravel occurs and yields abundant Palaeolithic worked flint.
This is thought to represent the 'working floor' recorded at this site before the Second
World War, but not then described in detail. A small controlled dig by archaeologists
in the base of the new excavation yielded almost 100 pieces of worked flint, including
a number of cores and flakes indicative of Levallois technique.
Sections were cut elsewhere in the section, revealing a prominent layer of silty
clay ('brickearth') within the Pleistocene sequence, from which interglacial pollen
and molluscs have been obtained.

PLIO-PLEISTOCENE DEPOSITS AT UPPER COMMON,
SURREY
~r

D. Bridgland

Late in 1982, the Geological Conservation Review Unit carried out mechanical
excavations at Upper Common, Surrey, to re-expose the enigmatic Netley Heath
Beds (Headley Formation). This site is very near to the locality from which, early in
this century, late Pliocene (Red Crag) fossil material (preserved as moulds in
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ironstone) was obtained. This fauna, though poorly preserved, is of great irnportance
as it is the principle evidence for a much-hypothesised marine incursion in the
London Basin at this time. Attempts in recent years to relocate the source of the
fossiliferous ironstone at Netley Heath have all met with failure, bringing the
authenticity of the original finds into question.
The new exposures were studied and sampled by specialists from Kingston
Polytechnic, whose work has resulted in a recently-published article Uohn & Fisher
1984). In parts of the site, unconsolidated sands of the Headly Formation were
proved to considerable depth although, within a few metres, chalk bedrock rises to
less than one metre from the surface. Large trough-like features were found to
transect the surface of the sand, infilled with very coarse gravelly material,
comprising a mixture of flint, Greensand chert and several types of ironstone. One
specimen of the latter was found to contain molds of shell fragments which proved
:omparable to the recorded Netley Heath fauna. This has led to the suggestion Uohn
& Fisher 1984) that the Red Crag ironstone from Netley Heath occurs in near
surface disturbance features and has no bearing on the age ofthe Headly Formation.
However, this contradicts many of the earlier descriptions, which suggests that
further work will be needed to fuUy establish the relationship between the
unconsolidated sands and fossiliferous ironstones of Netley Heath.
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LAST CHANCE TO COLLECT ON
LOWER WRITHLINGTON TIP
by Ed. ]arzembowski
Coal mining in Radstock (Somerset) ceased two decades ago, but the spoil heaps
are still a good source of fossils of late Carboniferous (Westphalian D) age. The
I\ature Conservancy and the British Museum (Nat. Hist.) participated in a
successful collecting trip to Kilmersdon tip prior to its reclamation. Another tip at
Lower Writhlington (ST 703553) is currently being reclaimed. It dates back to circa
1829 and 'jll have comple~ly disappeared by December 1985. Reworking of the
spoil by die contractors means that new material is continuously being exposed.
Fossils that are generally rare in the Coal Measures, such as insects, may be found. A
joint visit by staff ofthe British Museum (Nat. Hist.) and members ofthe Harrow and
Ruislip Geological Society, and West Sussex Geological Society in December 1984,
produced more insect remains than had been recorded previously in the Bristol
Coalfield (Wallis 1938). The finds included four cockroach wings; an account of the
fossil insects from Radstock will be published elsewhere. The first discovery ofa giant
dragon fly in Britain, a wing base, was at Radstock (Bolton 1914). More material
would be welcome as well as information on Carboniferous tips in your area that may

be reclaimed.
Permission to visit the Writhlington tip may be obtained from:
Burrows tiros., 108 Saltergate, Chesterfield (77530)
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become apparent. In addition to their geological and archaeological significance,
caves are important habitats for animals and plants. As a consequence, caves are
increasingly important as an educational resource. They also face pressure from
recreational use, either as show caves or from sporting cavers.
These conflicting pressures on caves and cave-fills are well illustrated at
Creswell Crags SSSI, on the borders of Nottinghamshire and Derbyshire. The
excavations ofBoyd Dawkins in the nineteenth century and Leslie Armstrong in this
century have made Creswell Crags an important Pleistocene fossil locality - for
instance, 102 fossil bird species are known from Pinhole Cave Uenkinson &
Gilbertson, 1984). Creswell Crags is also the type-site for the Creswellian (Later
Upper Palaeolithic) tool industry. The caves have important animal populations
and the Creswell Crags Visitor Centre recorded over 100,000 visitors last year.
The advent ofmodem palynological, sedirnentological and magnetostratigraphical
techniques (Lawson, 1982; Jenkinson et al., 1982; Gale, Hunt & Southgate, 1984;
Jenkinson & Gilbertson, 1984; Gale, 1985; Hunt & Gale, in press), together with the
recognition that osteological assemblages in caves showed environmentally
consistent characteristics when excavated in detail (Sutcliffe, 1970; Jenkinson &
Gilbertson, 1984), have brought pressure to excavate large areas of the remaining
sediments in the Creswell caves. These pressures led to the 1983 DOE permission for
limited excavations.
It was feared that the long-term presence of excavators in the caves would lead
to their abandonment by animals, particularly bats: special precautions were taken

to keep disturbance to a minimum. Environmental conditions in the caves are
monitored to assess the effects of disturbance.

ForcwingofPIrJioidi.\Thla sp., an extinct relative of Recent grasshoppers and crickets. Lo\·ver \Vrirhling-ton.
Rritish :'\'fusclIm ()lat. Hist.) collection. H. v\'o()l~ar donation. Length 32 mm.

CAVES AND CAVE SEDIMENTS:
A CHALLENGE FOR CONSERVATION
~Y c. O. Huni, R.D.S. ]enkinson & c.E. Temll-:Vield
CreYU'ell Crags Visitor Centre. Crags Road, We/beck, Worksop and
Department of Life Sciences, Trent Polytechnic, 1Vollingham

Caves have long been recognised as important Pleistocene fossil localities (see,
for instance, Dawkins, 1874), but only with the advent of modern techniques has the
quality of the geological and archaeological records preserved in cave sediments
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It is known from other caves that increased pressure from visitors can lead to
fungal infestation (including bread moulds such as Botryis spp. and a Mucor sp.
usuaUy specific to orange skins). The presence of permanant or semi-permanant
lights often leads to the growth of mosses, ferns and higher plants. Although at first
sight such infestations do not appear harmful, some bread moulds produce toxic
spores. Any infestation of cave sediments are likely to lead to disturbance and
contamination of the deposits and therefore damage to its geological record.
In heavily used caves, trampling and footwear erosion may cause serious
damage to../iiconsolidated sediment. In 'sporting' caves, cavers may dig through
Quaternary sediment in search offurther passages. In Robin Hoods Cave, Creswell,
eyewitness accounts and comparison with plans made in the 1960s attest to the
damage done by children digging in the cave. In this instance, tunnels totaling
several cubic metres were dug and a major find - the mandible of a fully modern
man some 35,000 years old - was nearly lost to science. In recognition of these
problems, Nottinghamshire and Derbyshire County Councils installed grilles in all of
the cave entrances and public access to the caves is strictly limited.
There is thus considerable pressure on the cave environment and, in particular,
cave sediments. Quantitative information on the effects of the use of caves is sadly
lacking. Management of this scarce resource is still in its infancy, but would seem to
be the only way in which the beauty and great scientific potential of caves may be
preserved.
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l\1ENDIP LEAD lVIINING 
THE CHARTERHOUSE LEAD OREFIELD
~l'

rV.I. Stanton

Lead mining on the Mendip Hills in Somerset began long before the Roman
occupation of Britain. Gough (1967,19) gives archaeological reasons for believing
that Mendip lead was being worked as far back as the second or third century RC.
Dobson (1931, 130) suggests that the Romans were attracted to the British Isles by
their knowledge, acquired through metal trading, of the rich lead deposits of the
Mendips. Lead ingots stamped with Latin inscriptions were being exported from
Charterhouse in AD. 49 (two ingots of this date have been found) which indicates
that the invaders made.a beeline for Charterhouse to set up a mining and smelting
industry there. Gough comments that according to the Roman historian Pliny (23-79
AD.) Britain became the chief source of lead in the Roman Empire: "lead was dug
up, he tells us, with some labour in Spain and all over Gaul, but in Britain it was
found at the surface of the ground so abundantly that a law was spontaneously passed
to limit production" (Gough 1967, 35).
The Romans departed after 350 years ofintensive exploitation of Mendip lead.
During the next ten centuries mining was sporadic. Lead production began to
increase in the 15th century, rose to a peak in the 17th, declined through the 18th and
19th and ceased in 1908. In the last 60 years all the metal came from the resmelting of
old slags and tailings. In all, about 100,000 tons of metallic lead was obtained from
Mendip (Green 1958,89).

On top of the hill are the Charterhouse and Ubley "rakes": long deep trenches
excavated in the Carboniferous Limestone. They contained large shallow residual
orebodies formed of the weathering products of mineral veins, neptunian dykes and
the local soil and country rock, i.e. an unsorted mass of mainly insoluble rock
fragments including chen, sandstone, shale and galena, accompanied by minor
amounts of secondary lead, zinc and iron minerals, set in a matrix of sandy to silty
mud. These were the rich deposits worked by the Romans and their British
predecessors.
The mediaeval and later miners found the shallow ore largely exhausted, and
they sank shafts or "gruffs" as much as 50m deep in the floors of the rakes and in
smaller lodes carrying residual ore in the adjacent country. Charterhouse has the
largest remaining areas of"gruffy ground" in Mendip, consisting of an almost lunar
landscape of hollows and hummocks. Within the gruffy ground the positions and
trends of ore lodes are clearly delineated by lines of hollows marking old shafts, with
their associated hummocky tips.
In a few mines and caves that are still open the lead-bearing lodes worked by the
miners can be examined. There are no classic "veins", but ajumbled mass of debris
including broken pieces of galena, heavily abraded but usually retaining traces of
their original slabby vein form. The galena makes up only a small proportion of the
debris, varying from mud with sandstone and chert pebbles, to clean limestone and
calcite rubble, to ruckles of muddy limestone boulders, that fills open fissures and
cavities.
Invariably the ore lodes are associated with neptunian dykes of Triassic and
Jurassic marls, limestones and clays, which often form the walls of the fissures.
It is hoped that an 18th century lead mine in which all the above mentioned
features are present will soon be ready for study by enthusiasts prepared to don
helmets and overalls and crawl and climb in the tracks of the miners.

The final works at Charterhouse were undertaken by Cornish miners who
resmelted the old slags and tailings and sank deep shafts in search offresh ore, without
success. The Cornish episode, 1844 to 1885, is described by Stanton and Clarke
(1984). An account of the underground ore deposits and mine workings is in
preparation.
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Since the cessation of mining and smelting there has been intensive filling and
levelling of the old workings, sometimes assisted by land reclamation grants. Now
only a few areas of mined ground remain in their original condition, and ofthese the
finest readily accessible area is at Charterhouse-on-Mendip (ST 507554). This area is
proposed as the type site of lead mineralization in the Mendip region for the
Geological Conservation Review.
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PUBLIC INQUIRIES

\'\TOLSTON SAND PIT SSSI, WARWICKSHIRE
As reported in Earth Science Conservation 21 (p.25-26) an appeal by written
representations took place during 1983 into the Warwickshire County Council's
refusal to waive a planning condition prohibiting rubbish dumping within this
important Pleistocene SSSI. The locality is the type-locality for the Wolstonian Stage
ofthe British Pleistocene, and exposes the Baginton-Lillington Gravels, the Baginton
Sand and the Lower Wolston Clay. The exact status and ,correlation of the
Wolstonian Stage is now a matter ofsome debate, with controversy as to whether it is
equivalent to the Anglian Stage. Whatever its stratigraphic position, the importance
of its type-locality remains high.
In August 1984 the Secretary of State for the Environment directed that the
appeal against the planning condition protecting the SSSI should be dismissed; the
SSSI is therefore still adequately safeguarded against infilling. The decision letter
issued by the Department of the Environment emphasises" that it is Government
policy, as recorded in DOE Circular 108177, to ensure that, as far as possible, SSSIs
are protected from damage or destruction, and their important scientific features
conserved. This policy is reflected in the Warwickshire County Structure Plan which
provides that development which is likely to affect adversely ancient monuments or
features of archaeological, nature conservation or geological importance, will not
normally be permitted. Whilst [he Secretary of State has noted the divergence of
view as to the classification of the Wolstonian glacial deposits, he accepts the
arguments advanced by the Nature Conservancy Council as to the national
importance of the site for its exposure of the Pleistocene sequence". The decision
letter notes the desire ofthe tip operators to realise the full potential of their land, but
goes on to say that "the Secretary ofState is not satisfied that the demand for sites for
the disposal of waste and the consequences, in terms of employment, of discharging
the condition, are sufficiently strong elements in the arguments advanced by the
appellants to outweigh the case in favour of maintaining and preserving this site
\'ihich is recognised as one of national geological importance. For the reasons given
above, the Secretary of State dismisses the appeal".

were to rule in favour of the brickworks. NCC appeared at the Inquiry to present
evidence on the potential geological benefits of the new brickworks.
In May 1984 the Secretary of State indicated that he was mindful to grant
permission for the brickworks, but first required the Buckinghamshire County
Council to reach agreement with the applicants over a plan providing for proper
restoration of the site after working. Since then, NCC have had a series of discussions
with the County Council, who have been drawing up a detailed plan for the working
and restoration of the new quarry. A scheme of working and restoration which is
acceptable to NCC has now been agreed, and has been passed by the County
Council; work on the site is likely to start later this year. The nominal life of the
quarry is 65 years, and it will be worked in three phases, each phase creating a
separate pit. Working will not take place all year round but will be undertaken each
year over a period of several weeks during the summer, the previous years
accumulation of water being pumped out of the pit before each phase of quarrying.
At the completion of extraction from each pit the quarry brims will be graded and
the pit allowed to fill with water to form a lake. This will mean that fresh exposures
will continue to be available at Woodham well into the 21st Century, and the needs
of geological research and education are therefore well-served. We are currently
discussing with the owners a form of access to the new pits for geologists, and
anticipate that this will become available in due course. We shall report the access
arrangements which have been agreed in a future edition of this journal. It is
encouraging to see that the geological interest at W oodham will soon be recreated
through renewed mineral extraction.

WEST HARNHAM CHALK PIT SSSI, WILTSHIRE

In Earth Science Conservation 21 (p.27) we reported On the Public Inquiry, held in
Waddesden in August 1983, into refusal of planning permission for the construction
of a new factory for brick and tile production at Wood ham. The original Woodham
Brickpit SSSI, exposing Middle and Upper Oxford Clay of the athleta to mariae
Zones, had been lost in the mid-1970's through infilling with domestic refuse. The
1983 appeal represented a means whereby new exposures of Middle and Upper
Oxford Clay would become available, if the Secretary of State for the Environment

In Earth Science Conservation 20 (p.42) we reported on the dismissal of the appeal
against refusal of planning penuission for a caravan site development on the floor of
this nationally important Chalk SSSI. The disused quarry, which will appear in the
Geological Conservation Review, provides excellent exposures ofU pper Chalk of the
pilula and quadrata Zones, separated by the widespread marker horizon known as the
Planoconvexa Band. After the failure of his appeal, the land owner considered other
possible uses for the site and in September 1983 submitted an application for
planning permission to use the site for" open storage". This application was refused
by the plarlJjng authority, Salisbury District Council, and the owner subsequently
served a Purchase Notice on the District Council in June 1983. Under the terms of
Section 180 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1971 an owner ofland is entitled
to serve a Purchase Notice On the planning authority if their planning policies
prevent any "beneficial use" being made of the land. Since a Purchase Notice must
be confinued by the Secretary of State for the Environment, it was transmitted to
him for decision. When he indicated that he proposed to confirm the notice,
Salisbury District Council had the opportunity (which they took) to appeal against
this decision, and a Public Inquiry to consider the proposal took place in Salisbury in
January 1984.
The owner's case was that all the potential uses which he had proposed for the
site were not acceptable to the planning authority (caravan site, open storage,
resumption of Chalk extraction, refuse disposal, light industry, warehousing, plant
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The outcome of the appeal is a very satisfactory one for geological conser..'ation,
and NCC are grateful to all those geologists who have assisted us in achieving this
result. vVe continue to seek long-term safeguard ofthe locality, and are continuing to
discuss this with the landowners.

WOODHAM BRICKPIT, BUCKINGHAMSHIRE

--.
and machinery depot and riding centre), and that there was therefore no beneficial
use for the site. NCC gave evidence on the scientific importance of the quarry, and
indicated that all or any of the proposals made by the owner could be accommodated
without damage to the SSSI, as long as they were suitably designed and had
appropriate planning conditions attached to them. In February 1984 the Secretary
ofState ruled that the Purchase Notice be confirmed, and Salisbury District Council
were therefore required to buy the land. The Council then appealed to the High
Court against the Secretary of State's decision, but judgement was given against
them, so they now have no option but to purchase the land. Their long term plans for
the use of the site once they have acquired it are unknown, but NCC hope to be able
to contribute to the management and safeguard of the site.

WAINLODE CLIFF SSSI, GLOUCESTERSHIRE
An appeal against refusal ofplanning permission to construct fishermens chalets
adjacent to Wainlode Cliffs SSSl, Gloucestershire was held in October 1984. The
appellants proposed to construct a small development ofchalets on land above a cliff
section on the River Severn, exposing Rhaetian and Lower Lias strata. In discussions
with the appellants and officers ofTewkesbury Borough Council, NCC stated that
the chalet development was unlikely to affect the geological interest ofWainlode Cliff
SSSI ifcertain conditions were met. As a result, the appellants agreed that the chalets
would be positioned at least ISm behind the cliff edge to minimise any danger from
cliff instability which could threaten the occupants of the chalets, or the structures
themselves. The appellants also agreed that if the chalets were threatened by cliff
erosion, they would remove the buildings rather than install cliffstabilisation works,
which could adversely affect the scientific interest of the site. Although the NCC were
satisfied that the geologica) interests of the site were adequately safeguarded by way
of these written agreements, Tewkesbury Borough Council remained resolute in
their objection to the development on amenity grounds. The Inspectors Report,
which was recently made available by the Department of the Environment,
concluded that the interest of the SSSI may be at risk in the longer term and also that
the development would be an unacceptable intrusion on the character and beauty of
the area. The planning apeal was dismissed.

THANET COAST SSSI, KENT
As reported in Earth Science Consen'ation 21 (p.32-33), consultations have been
taking place with Thanet District Council over the reconstruction of, and extension
to, the sea wall between Friend's Gap and Foreness Point on the north Kent coast
near l\Iargate. The proposed new seawall would have obscured part of the cliff
section which is the national reference locality for the socialis and testudinarius Zones of
the Chalk. As the District Council felt unable to redesign their coast protection
scheme to safeguard the interest of the section, NCC had no alternative but to oppose
the scheme. Under the normal procedure for coast protection works the District
Council's application to the Department of the Environment for grant-aid to help
fund the works was referred to NCC, who registered an objection, and a Public
Inquiry was arranged for December 1984. However, the consultant geologist
advising the District Council (Brian D'Olier of City of London Polytechnic)
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suggested that alternative exposures of the socialis and testudinarius Zones could be
reated in nearby Botany Bay by scraping weathered Chalk from the undefended
cliffs. Trial excavations took place two weeks prior to the date ofthe inquiry and it
was demonstrated, to the satisfaction of NCC's Geological Consen.'ation Review
U nit, that the exposures in Botany Bay were an adequate substitute for those seen in
the Friend's Gap to Foreness Point section. The Borough Council agreed that two
SOm sections should be excavated and sprayed with sodium hypochlorate to ensure
that the exposure remains free from algae. As a further concession, the District
Council also agreed to remove the rear wave wall behind the promenade from their
original design of the sea wall to be constructed along the Friend's Gap to Foreness
Point section. This is of particular significance as this wall would have obscured the
Echinocorys Band which is an important marker horizon between the socialis and
tesludinarius Zones. This compromise, which allows the sea wall to be built, albeit in a
modified form, but yet ensures that the geological interest ofthe SSSI is safeguarded,
formed the basis ofan exchange ofletters between NCC and Thanet District Council
in advance of the Public Inquiry, and enabled discussion on the geological
conservation issues to be dealt with in an uncontroversia) manner. The result ofthe
Inquiry will be reported in due course.
Also reported in Earth Science Conservation 21 (p.32-33) was the successful
negotiations which had taken place between Thanet District Council and the NCC
regarding coast protection works at Grenham Bay, Birchington, Kent. Originally,
the manner of cliff scarping which was proposed for much of the section of coast
would have destroyed many valuable exposures of Chalk, together with the
overlying loess and cryoturbated sediments. After further discussions with the
District Council, again advised by Mr D'Olier, a more sensitive approach is to be
taken and scarping of the cliffs is to be kept to a minimum.

LUCE SANDS, TORRS WARREN SSSI,
WIGTOWN DISTRICT
This massive complex ofbeach and dunes nearStranraer spans the head ofLuce
Bay, separating the Mull of Galloway from the Whithorn peninsula. Much of the
complex is owned by the Ministry of Defence, and in these areas of restricted access
there are extensive areas of undisturbed dunes. Towards the southern end of the site,
where the lanJ~s privately ow~ed, there are a number of developments, including
sand and gravel pits and caravan parks. The area has been an SSSI for many years
and reassessment, within the 'Beaches of Lowland Scotland' block of the Geological
Conservation Review, confirmed its importance, placing renewed emphasis on its
special interest as the largest and most complex system of beach and dunes in the
south of Scotland. The review also indicated a need to extend the site boundary to
incorporate additional areas of geomorphological interest, particularly at the
southern end, to demonstrate the shingle ridges which underlie the dunes.
In December 1983 consultations were initiated with land owners over the
proposed extensions to the site in preparation for renotification under the Wildlife
and Countryside Act. Early in January 1984 NCC were informed that heavy
earth-moving machinery was operating on land owned by W.]. Barr & Sons
(Scotland), stripping sand dunes and levelling a new area that formed part of the
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proposed extension to the SSSI. Urgent communication with the Dumfries and
Galloway Regional Council indicated that no planning consent was known to exist
for the area. The Regional Council instructed Barr's to cease their operations on the
new area and work stopped in early February. By that time, however, the area had
been comprehensively regraded with few traces of pre-existing surface landforms
remaining. Subsequently BaIT's entered an Appeal against the Stop Notice served by
the Regional Council. The Appeal Hearing is due to take place in February 1985
and the outcome will be notified in a future issue of Earth Science Conservation.

BARTON CLIFFS SSSI, HAMPSHIRE
There have been few further developments at Barton Cliff since the matter was
reported in Earth Science Conservation 21 (p.23-24). The proposals by New Forest
District Council to defend the Naish Farm Section, which would lead to the
destruction of the type section of the Bartonian Stage of the Eocene, have not yet
been submitted to the Department of the Environment.

This is an alarming example of the vulnerability ofsites of this kind and adds to
growing concern about the "3-month loophole" which currently exists under the
provisions of the Wildlife and Countryside Act. Consultation with site owners prior
to notification of an SSSI is a statutory requirement of the Act but inevitably opens
the door to "pre-emptive strikes", which can destroy the features of interest, thereby
undermining the nature conservation objectives of the legislation. A Bill to remove
this loophole is currently being considered by Parliament - the Wildlife &
Countryside (Amendment) Bill.

CASTLETON SSSI, PEAK DISTRICT
A planning application was submitted early in 1984 by T.W. Ward
(Roadstone) Ltd. for permission to extend the area of quarrying within the
Carboniferous Limestone at Eldon Hill Quarry. NCC consulted a number of earth
scientists and cavers over this application and considerable concern was expressed
about the possible impact of further quarrying upon the speleology and
geomorphology of the Castleton area. Although no large caves are known to exist in
the immediate vicinity ofthe quarry, there is a strong probability that the subsurface
drainage lines between the Perryfoot sinks and the Castleton risings could be
intersected by the proposed quarry extension, and also that as yet undiscovered caves
might inadvertently be destroyed by further quarrying. Opinions were also given on
the inappropriateness of continuing quarrying within the finest limestone landscape
ofthe Peak District, in the heart of the National Park. NCC, along with caving and
other countryside organisations, made representations to the Peak Park Planning
Board (PPPB) concerning the great uncertainty as to the precise effect of quarrying
on the cave systems of the Castleton area, and urged caution in relation to the
granting of further permissions for quarrying in this area. PPPB refused the
application in May 1984 citing a number of grounds, one of which was the impact
upon the Castleton cave system. The Company have now appealed against the
planning decision and a Public Inquiry is due to take place in the autumn of 1985.
NCC are currently working with cave hydrologists on the subsurface drainage of the
Eldon Hiil area, in an attempt to obtain definitive data which can be presented at the
Inquiry. NCC will be giving evidence at the Public Inquiry, and in order to help us in
the production of the conservation case we would be pleased to hear from anyone
who may be able to supply relevant information, or who wishes to comment on the
proposals. Any correspondence should be sent to Dr K.L. Duff at Foxhold House.
Full details of the Inquiry, and the NCC evidence, will appear in the next issue ofthis
journal.
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9.

MAJOR CASEWORK

BROOK BAY AND AFTON DOWN, ISLE OF WIGHT
Much of the southwestern coastline ofthe Isle ofWight is notified as an SSSI, for
both its geological and biological interest. The bulk of the Coast is cut in soft,
rapidly-eroding sediments ofLower Cretaceous age, principally the Wealden Group
and the Lower Greensand Group, and is extensively used for geological education
and research; much of the coastal land, and land at Afton Down, is owned by the
National Trust. Problems are now arising along this length of coastline because ofthe
effects of continuing erosion, which is beginning to threaten the so-called 'Military
Road' which runs between Niton and Freshwater Bay. The Isle of Wight County
Council, in its capacity as Highway Authority, has become very Concerned about the
prospect of the road collapsing into the sea at three locations, in Brook Bay, near
Shippards Chine and at Afton Down. Consequently, they have proposed major
realignment of the road Over Afton Down, and substantial coastal protection works
at Brook Bay and Shippards Chine. The Afton Down realignment would cause
severe damage to the biological SSSI, whilst the coast protection works could
damage the geological interest of the site.
The NCC have had a series of discussions with officers of the Isle of Wight
County Council and the National Trust, and have concluded that on biological
conservation grounds it is necessary to oppose the realignment of the Military Road
over Afton Down. The National Trust have been advised of this and it is likely that
they will decline to release the land to the COUnty Council should the Council decide
to pursue the planned realignment. If this were the case the County Council would
need to attempt compulsory purchase and a Public Inquiry would almost certainly
follow. With regard to the proposed stabilisation works at Brook Bay and Shippards
Chine, the NCC view is dependent upon the exact nature of the works proposed. We
have already made it clear that we will not be prepared to agree to the construction of
seawalls or similar toe-protection works at the foot of the cliffs, since these would
obscure key parts of the cliff sections through the Wess ex and Vectis Formations of
the Lower Cretaceous, which are nationally important for research and which yield
unique fossil reptile remains. We are also Concerned about the longer-term
implications of sea-wall type structures, since the installation of short lengths of
seawall would inevitably lead to problems ofout-flanking, and increased down-drift
erosion and cliff retreat; these frequently give rise to further works to protect the
already installed structures, and cliffsections along a much greater length ofthe coast
would then come under threat. With regard to any cliff drainage works which are
proposed, we have made clear Our intention to consider each scheme on its merits.
The current position is that urgent work is needed in the area near Shippards
Chine in order to keep the coast road Open; the County Council have taken a decision
to install emergency works here in spite of the possibility that in the longer term these
works may be rendered obsolete because the road Over Afton Down has to be closed.
They have produced a drainage scheme for the Shippards Chine area which is
intended to coHect subsurface water and channel it to the beach through a pattern of
deep drains, thereby reducing the rate ofcliff retreat by spring-sapping and subaerial
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agree to the constructIon ofsea walls or other forms oftoe proteCtlon to the cliffs or th
foot o~ the landsli~s, nor would we agree to ~ny proposal for ~ading or reshaping th~
landshps or the chffs. Such works would entlrely destroy the mterest ofthis part ofthe
SSSI biologically, geologically and geomorphologically, We also stressed that we do
not accept that the work to be undertaken at Shippards Chine can be regarded as a
precedent for similar schemes elsewhere in the SSSI, nor would we be willing to see
more extensive drainage works undertaken in order to protect the initial works. We
are concerned that once money has been spent on protection works this could lead to
a permanent commitment to protect the investment, with piecemeal extension of
engineering works along the undefended coastline.
We a wait further proposals for other parts of this SSSI and will respond to them
as appropriate. Anyone with a particular interest in this area, and who may have any
comments to make, is asked to write to the Geology and Physiography Section at
Foxhold House.

LONG HANBOROUGH PIT SSSI, OXFORDSHIRE
This disused gravel pit, lying on the southern edge of the village of Long
Hanborough, has long been famous for the cryoturbation structures to be seen in its
faces, and is also of significance for its Pleistocene rock sequence. It is the last
remaining example of a number of former workings in the Hanborough Terrace
gravel of the River Evenlode, a terrace some 30 metres above the present river-level,
and which is the highest of the so-called "oolite gravel terraces" in the Upper
Thames region; this terrace level is better preserved in the Evenlode Valley than in
the other river courses of the Upper Thames system. Within the pit, two horizons of
silt and fine sand have yielded molluscan remains, the lower containing an
assemblage indicative of sub-arctic conditions and the upper hinting at slightly
milder conditions, but debate on the correlation of the deposits continues.
Exceptional ~examples of .ice-wedge casts also occur within the sediments,
particularly/at the northern end of the site.
The pit has been disused for over 15 years, and the faces have suffered some
degradation, although exposures still remain and the site could easily be cleared of
La,lus and vegetation to re-expose the whole range of features for which it is well
known. The pit floor has been used for agriculture for many years, but late in 1983
the owner submitted an application for outline planning permission to build 56
houses on the old pit floor in the northern part of the SSSI. Nee were consulted over
the proposal, and discussions with the owner and his representatives took place over
the conservation of the pit faces within the proposed development area. We were able
to agree that:
I. A geological conservation area would be left around the edges of the pit,
extending from 2 metres in front of the toe of the slope at the base of the face to
the fence-line around the top of the faces. \Vithin this area, the faces would not
be graded, planted, seeded or landscaped.
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2. The conservation area would be fenced off from the remainder of the site, to
ensure that none of it was incorporated within the private gardens of the
planned new houses. Access into the conservation area would be made
available from its eastern end, adjacent to Church Road.
3. Geologists would be allowed free access into the conservation area at all times.
4. Negotiations over the long-term ownership and management of the

conservation area would take place in due course.
In the event, \Vest Oxfordshire District Council refused the application, and the
prospective developer appealed to the Department of the Environment. A Public
Inquiry was arranged for January 1985, and NCC intended to appear and give
evidence on the satisfactory conservation arrangements which had been agreed.
However, shortly before the Inquiry the appeal was withdrawn and the status quo is
currently maintained, although further proposals can be expected in the future. We
are confident that having established good relationships with the landowner, we will
be able to obtain the conservation of the key parts of this important site within any
future scheme which may be proposed for it.

is now owned by A & J Bull (Southern) Ltd. and geologists wishing to visit should
write to them, requesting permission in advance. The address is A & J Bull
(southern) Ltd., Riverscroft, Chertsey Road, Shepperton, Middlesex TWI7 9NS. If
any problems arise in connection with this site, readers are asked to inform Dr L.E.
Richards at Foxhold House.
This case provides a good illustration of the potential for multi-purpose after-use
of disused quarries, and shows that there is ample scope, through negotiation, for
combining industrial development and geological conservation in the management
of geological SSSI. NCC wish to thank Peter Sutcliffe for his early and active
involvement in the conservation of this site and also those other geologists who made
lheir views known to the planners. Support and advice from the geological
community continues to be of great value in conserving the network of geological
SSSI.

THE ERCALL QUARRIES,
THE WREKIN SSSI, SHROPSHIRE

In November 1983 Dr Peter Sutcliffe, Senior Lecturer in Geology at Kingston
Polytechnic, notified NCC of impending plans for use of this quarry as a waste
disposal site. Dr Sutcliffe and a number of colleagues involved in geology teaching in
the London area promptly wrote to the planning authority to object to the plans,
stFessing the educational importance of the site. Shortly after this, NCC were
formally consulted over the scheme by Surrey County Council and also registered a
preliminary objection to the proposal. After detailed assessment of the case and
discussion with interested geologists it became clear that this quarry was large
enough to enable some infilling to take place without significant damage to the
geological interest. The main features, including the best flint band, the hardground
and the most fossiliferous sections, all lie in the western face of the quarry; the greater
part of the quarry consists of mud-covered £1001', spoil heaps and low overgrown faces
of little geological interest. NCC therefore suggested to the Planning Department of
Surrey County Council that a modified infilling scheme, excluding the west face,
could be acceptable and a meeting was arranged with a representative of the
developer, A & J Bull Ltd. to discuss this proposal. Fortunately, agreement was
reached without difficulty and A & J Bull subsequently Fevised their planning
application to exclude the western face, as recommended by NCC. This application
has now been granted planning permission and site preparation work is expected to
begin in the near future. Progress of the infilling operation will be monitored by NCC
but completion is likely to take several years, as only inert waste is to be used. Thesite

As reported in Earth Science Conservation 20 (p.25) the large complex of quan-ies at
The Ercall on The \Vrekin have reached the end of active working and are now the
subject of restoration work. The Country Park scheme described in the article
referred to above seems to have faded from prominence in the last year, partly as a
result of local opposition to a large scale development of this kind in a relatively
unspoilt area of attractive countryside. In the meantime, modifications to the routine
restoration scheme have considerably delayed completion of the geological trail
guide being prepared by members of the Shropshire Geological Society. The most
far-reaching changes are currently taking place in the large central quarry on the
eastern side of the complex, which exposes Wrekin Quartzite cut by a granophyre
intrusion. This quarry had been left with a steep main face, over 200 feet in height,
which was in a dangerously unstable condition. Numerous faults and joints intersect
the face, and cross-cut the steeply dipping bedding planes to form a network of
potential failure surfaces. Recently, some very large slabs within this face have begun
lO move and one or more massive rock falls are imminent. Following a survey of rock
face stability and potential hazards within the quarry complex, a firm ofgeotechnic'al
engineers a~ised that this face was in a highly dangerous condition and urgently
needed to be made safe. The quarry operators Uohnston Roadstone Ltd.)
consequently applied for and obtained planning permission for stabilisation work
involving removal of the unstable rock and re-profiling the face to a lower angle of
slope, using a series offour benches. This work is now in progress and is likely to take
about a year to complete. During this operation a mobile crushing plant has been
installed in the top quarry, in the north east corner ofthe complex, making it difficult
to obtain access to the main exposures ofComley Beds which outcrop in this area. In
addition, crushed rock has been stockpiled against the south-eastern face of this
quarry, burying some of the best exposures. Finally, soil and cover material has been
stripped from the floor and bulldozed up into the north-eastern end of this quarry to
enable heavy loading shovels to operate on a solid floor. Taken together this has
seriously reduced the geological interest of this important quarry and we have
pointed this out to both the mineral operator and the County Council. In response,
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WEST CLANDON CHALK PIT SSSI, SURREY
The chalk pit adjacent to the A246 at West Clandon (sometimes known as
Merrow Chalk Pit or Duke of Onslow's Quarry) has long been well-known to
geologists as an element of the 'Clandon Traverse', one of the most popular exercises
for geological fieldwork in the London area. The pit provides fossiliferous exposures
ofthe Upper Chalk, including a well-exposed phosphatic hardground and a number
of £1int layers, which can be correlated with the classic coastal sections.

NCC have been assured that after the completion of the regrading work the quarry
will be cleaned out and restored to its original condition. In the meantime, NCC
geologists will visit the site regularly to ensure that no permanent damage is done. In
the long-term, however, there may well be benefits for geology, since it is likely that
when the regrading exercise is complete the new benched face in the central quarry
will provide safe access to new features of considerable geological interest.

GRIFF HILL QUARRY, WARWICKSHIRE
This working quarry in a thick differentiated sill ofCaledonianage at N uneaton
has been the subject of discussions between Warwickshire County Council, the
Nature Conservancy Council, the quarry operators and the agent for the company
holding the landfill rights for the site. The existing quarry operates under a planning
consent which includes a condition requiring the eventual infillingofthe excavation,
to levels to be agreed with the County Council, with the aim of eventual restoration
to agriculture. However, the quarry is likely to continue working until at least the
end of the century, and no formal application for infilling has yet been made. In
discussions with the various parties, NCC has indicated our hope that it will be
possible to agree a form of infilling and restoration which will retain a representative
section through the sill and its envelope rocks, and has suggested a possible
landscaping scheme which would achieve this. In reaching this position we have
received much advice and information from Drs Mike Le Bas andJohn Faithful of
Leicester University, and NCC are most grateful to them for their help.
The sill seen at Griff Hill Quarry is up to 30 metres thick and is an excellent
example of a differentiated igneous sequence. It can be seen resting on baked
Cambrian shales, and has a well-developed chilled basal margin consisting of a
strongly spotted cordierite and andalusite hornfels. Above this the sill is mostly of
camptonite, but often shows a black ultramafic cumulate facies of kaersutite
pyroxenite near the base, and has late stage pink segregation veins of analcime
syenite towards the top. The rocks are very fresh, and the transitions from ultramafic
to basic to intermediate are well seen in situ as well as under the microscope. Novvhere
else in England can such a well-developed sequence ofalkaline differentiation be seen
in one rock-face. The top of the sill has been unroofed by pre-Triassic erosion, and
Triassic mads can be seen resting directly on the syenites, with secondary alteration
of the syenites having taken place. Anyone wishing to visit the site should obtain prior
permission from the quarry manager, Mr K. Hall, Mixconcrete Aggregates Ltd.,
Griff Quarry, Gypsy Lane, Nuneaton, Warwickshire.

installation of a major new coast protection scheme along the foot of the cliffs, to
support the proposed new road. If implemented, this would drastically affect the
geological interest of this portion ofthe Thanet Coast SSSI. At worst, the Chalk and
overlying Tertiary and Quaternary deposits of the whole stretch from Pegwell Bay to
Ramsgate could be obliterated as a result of the new coast protection works stopping
marine erosion.
Subsequently, a detailed reply setting out the NCC's response to the various
options was sent to the County Council, stressing the geological and biological
importance of this area. Since then NCC have been formally consulted by the
Department of the Environment over proposed extension of the existing Western
U ndercliff for a distance of 550 metres westwards from its current termination.
Although presented as a separate development, this is clearly related to the proposed
new access route options running along the foreshore. This is particularly obvious
from the design of the coast protection scheme, which incorporates a IS metre wide
platform above a 6 metre high sea wall. Constr1!lction ofthese coast protection works
would clearly increase the probability of a coastal route being chosen for the new
access to Ramsgate Harbour and, principally on these grounds, the NCC have
written to the Department of the Environment objecting to the present design. There
are also strong biological conservation reasons for opposing the proposed coastal
routes. Recently, the Kent County Council's Development, Planning and
Transportation Committee have resolved to mount a public consultation exercise to
help determine the choice of the most favourable new access route to Ramsgate
Harbour. Further developments depend heavily upon the outcome of this exercise:
the results will be fully reported in future issues of Earth Science Conseroation, and
anyone with comments on the proposals is asked to write to the Geology and
Physiography Section at Foxhold House.

BISHOPSTONE CLIFFS SSSI, HERNE BAY, KENT

During 1984 NCC were consulted by Kent County Council's Highways and
Transportation Department over proposals to improve access to Ramsgate Harbour.
These proposals took the form ofa number of different options, some consisting only
of improvements to existing routes whilst others would involve major new road
construction. Four of the route options gave cause for serious concern as these would
involve the construction of various new roads cutting across the Chalk cliffs west of
Ramsgate and running eastwards along the foreshore to link with the existing
vVestern U ndercliff. Clearly, construction of any of these options would involve the

The fluctuating fortunes ofthe proposed coast protection scheme at Bishopstone
Cliffs have been reported in previous issues of Earth Science Conservation (20, p.19-21;
21, p.33-34). At the time of the last account, in March 1984, it seemed likely that a
breakdown in negotiations was imminent. However, following a further meeting
with the engineers from Canterbury City Council the outstanding problems were
resolved and.tfn agreement was reached. Under this agreement a novel form ofcoast
protection will be constructed here, as detailed in Earth Science Conservation 20. A key
feature of the scheme is that the existing main cliff will be retained, behind an
energy-absorbing block apron covering the upper foreshore; NCC will be granted
the right to clean this cliffface if debris accumulates in the future, thereby continuing
artificial erosion at the minimum rate necessary to maintain useable exposures.
Furthermore it has been agreed that the cliffs themselves, together with an area of the
cliff-top to the east of the proposed scheme, will be designated as a Local Nature
Reserve to enable the area to be managed sympathetically to conserve the geological
and biological features. Subsequent contacts with CaDterbury City Council confirm
that the works will be carried out in accordance with th>: agreement. It is hoped that
this new design of coast protection scheme will offer a significant conservation
advantage over more conventional mass-concrete schemes. If successful, the
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RAMS GATE HARBOUR, THAKET COAST SSSI, KENT

Bishopstone Cliffs model is likely to set an important precedent, of great value in
future negotiations over coast protection proposals threatening geological SSSI.

EASTON BAVENTS CLIFFS SSSI, SUFFOLK
As reported in Earth Science Conservation 21, NCC anticipated that a Public
Inquiry would take place over Waveney District Council's proposal for coast
protection works along a kilometre of undefended coastline at Easton Bavents,
Suffolk, the type locality for the Baventian Stage of the Pleistocene. We are pleased to
report that this threat to the site has been averted and a much more m9dest scheme is
to be carried out in its place. Following ~CC's representations to Waveney District
Council regarding the scheme, the Anglian Water Authority (owners of the adjacent
seawall) proposed a much shorter scheme, only 90 metres in length, designed to deal
with the immediate problem of severe outflanking. NCC, after consultations with
our advisors, felt able to agree to the revised scheme since critical geological sections
do not occur in this sector. Waveney District Council subsequently withdrew their
original scheme since it no longer remained cost beneficial. The immediate threat to
this site has thus been removed and we are grateful to all those scientists who
provided NCC with the valuable information which enabled us to mount an effective
defence of this site.
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10.

FIELD FACILITIES

COWTHICK QUARRY SSSI, NORTHAMPTONSHIRE
In October 1981, a Public Inquiry was held in Corby into an application by the
British Steel Corporation and Stamford Waste Disposal Ltd. to infill this disused
ironstone gullet with refuse. Full details were given in Earth Science Conservation 19
(p.15-17) and 20 (p.39-40). Permission to infill the quarry was granted, although a
planning condition was imposed which precluded, for a period of three years, the
tipping of any waste or disturbance of the rock faces within the two parts of the
quarry which were identified as being key areas of geological interest. The consent
also contained a condition that the permission lapsed if tipping had not started
within three years of the DOE decision. The three year period runs out in May 1985
and no tipping has yet begun, although a new application for infilling with
incinerator ash has recently been made by GEC.
In May 1984, the Geology & Physiography Section, with the help ofDr John
Hudson of Leicester University and Dr Mike Ashton, a leading research worker on
the area, carried out a 'rescue dig' to enable as much research information as possible
to be collected from the geologically important sections prior to potential loss of the
site. In the north ofthe quarry, a 20 metre long unweathered face was cleared in the
Northamptonshire Ironstone, above the floor of the gullet. Above the Ironstone
bench, a clean face some 30 metres long was excavated to expose the rock sequence
from the top of the Northamptonshire Ironstone, through the Grantham Formation
and into the Lincolnshire Limestones which occupy a channel feature seen in
cross-section in the quarry face. A continuous vertical section was cleared at the base
of the channel to expose the contact between the Lincolnshire Limestones and the
underlying Grantham Formation. Further south, a face about 30 metres long was
cleared to demonstrate the rocks on either side ofa well-marked fault. Clearance of
slumped and weathered material from the lower face (between the quarry floor and
bench) and the upper face (above the bench) exposed a complete section from the
Upper Lias, through the Northamptonshire Ironstone, Grantham Formation and
Lower and Upper Lincolnshire Limestones, to the Upper Es!uarine Series and the
overlying Boulder Clay. A shallow trench traced the fault horizontally over the area
stripped of B?#lder Clay, from the top of the upper face towards the degraded
Boulder Cla1'face behind, and showed the juxtaposition of the Boulder Clay and
Upper Estuarine "Series" to the north with the Lincolnshire Limestones to the south.
The fault was also exposed in a cleared section in the Boulder Clay face, indicating
that it must have been active in recent geological time. The sections will remain
available for study until reclamation work prevents further access. Those wishing to
visit the locality should first contact Mr R. Collins, Regional Property Manager,
British Steel Corporation, Tubes Division, Beddington Road, Corby, Northampton
shire, NNI8 8ES. The Corporation's help and co-operation' with this project is
gratefully acknowledged.
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SEDGWICK COMMEMORATIVE GEOLOGICAL TRAIL,
LONGSTONE CO:MMON, CUMBRIA
A co-operative project involving the Yorkshire Dales National Park, the
Yorkshire Dales Society and the Nature Conservancy Council has led to the
establishment of a geological trail at Longstone Common, Cumbria. The trail
illustrates the structure and succession of the Silurian and Carboniferous geology
astride the Dent Fault Zone, and commemorates the bicentenary of the birth of
Adam Sedgwick, .....ho was born in nearby Dent in 1785. The area has much to offer
as the site ofan educational trail, as it provides wide views west across'Sedburgh and
the Howgill Fells towards the mountains of the Lake District, whilst at the same time
enabling those using the trail to:
1. locate the position of the Dent Fault Zone and to appreciate the immensity of
the earth movements which have occurred;
2. observe the karst process of solution of the Great Scar Limestone of the valley
floor (caves are present along the trail), and also to observe various erosive
processes of the River Clough;
3. observe the progressive uptilting of the Carboniferous strata adjacent to the
fault zone;
4. note the repeated sequence of the Yoredale rocks and the topography
developed on them; and
5. examine the contrasting lithologies and faunal content of the rocks exposed, to
give an understanding of the palaeogeography of the area.
The NCC contribution has largely been to fund the physical works, such as
hand clearance of certain geological exposures and erection of numbered trail posts,
which were necessary for the initial creation ofthe trail and to ensure that visitors can
readily find their way around the trail. The trail was officially opened in April 1985
and interpretative facilities such as a viewpoint starter board and trail leaflet are now
available. The leaflet ha's been written by Dr Barrie Rickards of the Department of
Earth Sciences at Cambridge University, an appropriate choice ofauthor in view of
Sedgwick's enduring connection with the C niversity~ Further details of the trail may
be obtained from Dr C. Wood, Information Officer, Yorkshire Dales National Park,
Colvend, Hebdon Road, Grassington, Skipton, ='lorth Yorkshire, BD23 5LB.

DOULTONS CLAY PIT LOCAL NATURE RESERVE,
WEST MIDLANDS
This disused quarry was first notified as a geological SSSI in 1955, and was
included within the Saltwells Local Nature Reserve, declared by Dudley
Metropolitan Borough Council (who own the site) in September 1981. It provides
the only usable permanent exposure of the Middle Coal Measures in the Midlands,
and demonstrates all of the lithologies characteristic of the Productive Coal
Measures, including the South Staffordshire Thick Coal, as well as other coals,
fireclay, ganister, ironstone, carbonaceous shale, grey shale _and sandstone. In
addition, other nearby outcrops include late Carboniferous intrusive dolerites,
Ludlovian and Downtonian (Silurian) sediments, and the unconformable junction
between the Coal Measures and the Downtonian.
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Dudley Metropolitan Borough Council now employ wardens to manage and
safeguard the Local Nature Reserve, and are keen to ensure that Doultons claypit
continues to be used for geological teaching and research. However, they wish to
monitor the amount of use which takes place, and have requested that visiting parties
should make contact with the warden, who would like to give each party a 5-minute
introduction to the site, and ask them to respect the wildlife and geological features of
the area. In many cases, the wardens also know a great deal about the history of the
site and can give helpful information. The Council have asked prospective visitors to
seek prior written consent from either Mr K. Davies or Mr I. Leedham at the
Department of Leisure Services, Dudley Metropolitan Borough Council, 46a High
Street, Dudley, West Midlands (Dudley 55433). A geological trail has now been
established, covering Doultons claypit and the adjacent geological sections, and a
detailed -trail guide has been compiled by Alan Cutler of the Black Country
Geological Society. Copies of the guide are available, price 50p each, from the
Geology and Physiography Section at Foxhold House.

LEeK BECK CATCHMENT AREA, CUMBRIA,
(LANCASTER HOLE - EASE GILL CAVE SYSTEM)
This site, which is an important cave site identified in the Geological Conservation
Review and which encompasses the Three Counties Cave System, is nationally and
internationally famous as the longest cave system in Britain, and has a remarkable
and well-documented history of exploration. The system is highly complex,
reflecting a sequence of environmental changes spanning most, if not all, of the
Pleistocene. Although the system has already been intensively studied, there is still
great potential for further research to elucidate the complex effects of the sequence of
glacial and interglacial phases.
As with all cave systems, however, access is a critical factor. For a number of
years, access to the Three Counties Cave System has been controlled by the Council
of Northern Caving Clubs who operate a permit system limiting the number of
visitors underground at any given time. This arrangement was negotiated and
agreed by the site owners and, despite the inevitable problems caused by the
irresponsible minority, has worked very well. Recently, however, difficulties have
arisen on a number offronts. Firstly, the owner ofone portion of the site has proposed
a considerabWreduction in access rights for cavers to minimise disturbance to grouse,
which he intends to rear on part of his land. This proposal is currently under
negotiation and the situation is particularly delicate at present. It is therefore
imperative that, to avoid inflaming the situation, all persons wishing to visit the cave
system should contact Andrew Hall, Conservation and Access Officer of the CNCC,
at 342 The Green, Eccleston, Chorley, Lancs, PR7 3TY, well in advance. The
second major problem here is footpath erosion, caused by the popularity of the cave
system itself. Recently, detailed proposals for restoration work on the damaged
footpaths have been submitted to NCC for consideration and are likely to become the
basis of an application for grant-aid. It is hoped that this can be resolved in the near
future so that restoration work can be initiated during the summer. The work is likely
to take several months, however, and again it must be stressed that arrangements for
visits must be discussed in detail with Andrew Hall, well in advance.
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GEOLOGICAL SITES IN AVON
During the summer ofl984 the Nature Conservancy Council, with the help of
Kingswood District Council, City of Bristol Museum and the British Trust for
Conservation Volunteers, carried oul a series of geological excavations at three
important localities in Avon, with the aim ofproviding a sequence of rock exposures
whrch would demonstrate the variations in local geology and which would be of
value for geology teaching in local schools and colleges.
The most extensive work was carried out in Cherry Gardens Railway
Cutting near Bitton, on the western side of the cutting, between the bid station and
the first road bridge to the north. The old quarry to the south of the bridge was
cleared of scrub vegetation to expose a high face of Upper Carboniferous Pennant
Sandstone. At the southern end of the face, Triassic 'Keuper i\,1arl' can be seen
faulted against the Pennant Sandstone by the vVillsbridge Fault. In a small exposure
cleared immediately to the south of the bridge, shales and thin sandstones, again of
Upper Carboniferous age, are seen; a small fault has dislocated the beds of rock here.
High in the cutting to the south of the old quarry, the British Trust for Conservation
Volunteers (BTCV) exposed a sequence of late Triassic (Rhaetian) and Lower
jurassic (Blue Lias facies) rocks, folded into a very shallow synclinal structure; a set of
steps leads from the track up to the exposure. The Rhaetian sequence consists ofgrey
clays and limestones at the base, grading up into buff rubbly limestones overlain by
thick beds of cream coloured limestones with a porcellaneous texture; above these is a
series of buff limestones and shales. The Lower Lias comes in towards the top of the
section, and consists of grey limestones and shales with ammonites and other marine
fossils.
At Tucking Mill Railway Cutting, near Bath, a section exposing the top of
the Midford Sands and the overlying Inferior Oolite (Bajocian, MiddleJurassic) has
been cleared by the BTCV. They also constructed rustic steps and pathways to
improve access to the rock face. The section is to be included in a nature trail, to be
known as the William Smith Trail, which is being produced by the Avon Wildlife
Trust; the trail will be described in a publication which will include information on
local geology, biology and indusrial archaeology. Further information and details
ahout this section and Cherry Gardens is available from Mr A. Mathieson, Schools
Service Organiser, City Museum, Queens Road, Bristol.
In late April 1984, the BTCV cleared two Lower Lias sections at Stony
Littleton, near Radstock, to expose thin-bedded limestones with interbedded clays
in a low roadside cliff and small hillside quarry: the limestones are the basal
mudstones ohhe Lower Lias and are ofHettangian age. Professor D. T. Donovan has
prepared an information sheet for this site, giving details of location, ownership,
access and parking, as well as a geological description and a series of exercises which
could be carried out whilst on-site. Free copies of the information sheets are available
from Mr M.]. Harley in the Geology & Physiography Section at Foxhold House.
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DUCKMANTON RAILWAY CUTTING SSSI,
DERBYSHIRE
Following on from the item on this site in Earth Science Conw7Jation 21 (p.34-35),
negotiations have continued between British Rail and the Derbyshire Naturalists
Trust. Agreement has now been reached over the provision of access steps down the
earth embankment which is soon to be installed in place of the existing bridge, which
is rapidly deteriorating. However, readers are asked to note that the Reserve is
presently closed and will remain so for some time to come. This is because of damage
that has been caused by unauthorised coal digging and timber removal over the last
twelve months, and also because demolition of the bridge and construction work on
the new embankment is due to start in the near future. Access will be impossible
during the work and clearing-up operations may continue for some time afterwards.
Further details, including an up-to-date estimate of the likely re-opening date of the
Reserve, can be obtained from: Mrs P. Brassley, Conservation Officer, Derbyshire
:\aturalists Trust, Elvaston Castle Country Park, Derby, DE7 3EP.

WENLOCK EDGE SSSI, SHROPSHIRE
The now familiar access problems relating to the classic quarry sections on
Wenlock Edge were outlined in Earth Science Conservation 20 (p.47-48) and 21 (p.24
25). In the interest of public safety and visual amenity, many of the disused quarry
faces backing onto Wenlock Edge have been buttressed with banks ofspoil and earth
10 eliminate the risk of major landslips. Unfortunately, this work has obliterated
many of the reef limestone exposures for which the area is renowned, and a further
problem is that the quarry operators have imposed a total ban on all geologists
entering the remaining quarry sections. The Geology & Physiography Section is in
the process of gathering information on exposures of reef limestone in the Wenlock
Edge area. Once we have identified a series of localities representing the range of
lithofacies variations in the reef belt, we plan to produce a geological guide to
describe and promote these exposures as alternatives to those which are no longer
available for study. If anyone has any information, suggestions or comments relating
to the project, they are asked to contact Mr M.]. Harley at Foxhold House. The fact
that a site might currently be totally degraded or overgrown does not present a
problem as ~intend to re-e~pose the interest of the alternative localities through
undertaking site clearance work as necessary.

CHARLTON SAND PIT SSSI (GILBERTS PIT),
GREATER LONDON
This long disused quarry, exposing the sequence from the Chalk up to the
Blackheath Beds, is owned by the London Borough of Greenwich who operate a
permit system for visitors. Recently there seems to have been'a certain amount of
confusion over the system, which we are now pleased to rectify. Prospective visitors
should apply in writing to the Director of Leisure Services, London Borough of
Greenwich, 29/37 Wellington Street, London, SEI8 8PY, marking their application
"F.A.O. Mr Ritson". An information sheet on the site, contaiI).ing details of the
section to be seen and a series of proposed exercises which can be undertaken, is
available from the Geology & Physiography Section at Foxhold House.
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CLIFF FARM PIT SSSI, HUMBERSIDE
Cliff Farm Pit provides probably the best and most extensive exposure of the
Kirton Shale Member of the MiddleJurassic Lincolnshire Limestone Formation. In
February 1985, NCC re-excavated the northern face of the SSSI to provide a clean
exposure for educational fieldwork, and the site is now once again of considerable
interest to geologists. A detailed description sheet is currently being prepared for the
site and copies are available from Mr M.]. Harley in the Geology & Physiography
Section at Foxhold House. In the meantime, the following information :nay be useful
to intending visitors.
At the base of the section the Kirton Shale is exposed, represented by a grey
shale with occasional reef-like masses of coral, oysters and small brachiopods. It is
overlain by a sequence of soft buff oolites, the Hibaldsto\o\, Beds, at the base ofwhich is
one of the main marker bands in the Lincolnshire Limestone, the "Crossi Bed"; this is
represented by a fairly massive hard limestone containing the rhynchonellid
brachiopod Acanthotkvris croSSl. In Lincolnshire and Northamptonshire the
Lincolnshire Limestone is a sequence of marine carbonates, but further north, in the
area around Kirton Lindsey in South Humberside, an atypical development of
clastic sediments and mixed carbonates and clastics is seen. This is probably related
to the proximity of the Market Weighton Swell which was periodically emergent in
Bajocian times. Anyone wishing to visit the quarry must first obtain permission from
Mr P.B. Burnett, Blue Circle Industries, Estates and Property Division, Hilton,
Derby DE6 5GE and complete a standard indemnity form which he will provide.
The Nature Conservancy Council are most grateful to Blue Circle Industries for
allowing this clearance work to be carried out.
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11.

CONSERVATION NEWS

Good exposures of the Mansfield Marine Band, marking the junction between
the Westphalian Band Westphalian C Stages of the Upper Carboniferous 'Coal
Measures', are seen in the banks of the River Doe Lea near Palterton, Derbyshire.
The marine band here contains a rich shelly fauna, including goniatites, and as a
result the site has been proposed as the boundary stratotype for the base of the
Westphalian C Stage. Unfortunately, most of the area selected as the stratotype has
now been obscured by a large concrete weir installed by the Yorkshire Water
Authority in 1983, and NCC have had to take action to remedy the situation. The
history of the case is that NCC were aware of proposals to build a weir in the area,
and had informed the Water Authority of the location of the stratotype; plans
submitted by the Authority· showed that the weir would lie upstream of the
stratotype. Sadly, unbeknown to NCC or the British Geulogical Survey staff who had
proposed the site as the boundary stratotype, the Water Authority then built the weir
20 metres further downstream, with the result that the whole of the stratotype was
buried beneath a massive concrete structure. The discovery of this led to an
international outcry from Carboniferous stratigraphers, with letters of complaint
being received by NCC from Dr C.F. Winkler-Prins, Chairman of the Working
Group on the Westphalian A-C of the International Union of Geological Sciences'
Subcommission on Carboniferous Stratigraphy, from the Chief Geologist of the
British Geological Survey, Dr E.G. Smith, and from Professor C.H. Holland,
President ofthe Geological Society ofLondon and Chairman ofanother of the lUGS
Subcommissions on Stratigraphy.
rmed with this tangible evidence of the concern felt by stratigraphers, NCC
approached the Water Authority to explore what could be done to re-expose this
internationally important outcrop. During our discussions it has become clear that
the weir will not be removed, and we have therefore concentrated our efforts upon
the search for a replacement site in the immediate vicinity. The best chance of success
lies in the east bank offhe river immediately dm/Ostream of the weir, where a sma'.!
exposure of the marine band is still visible. In order to check that it is worthwhile
di15ging extensive fresh exposures in the river bank NCC has first arranged for a
borehole survey to be carried out along the edge of the adjacent field, to check the
lateral exteul'of the marine" band; in the vicinit, of the weir river gravels and
aJluvium can be seen to cut down across the marine band in some places, causing it to
be locally cut out. The exploratory drilling will be carried out in late April by the
Department of Geology at Sheffil.'ld University and once the extent and location of
the marine band has been determined NCC will arrange for a replacement section to
be dug by excavator. Negotiations with the Yorkshire Water Authority over the
responsibility for the cost of the works needed to recreate the exposure :'ire due to take
place shortly. Be/ore we could initiate the drilling and re-excavation work, NCC
have needed to gain the consent of the landowner (the Chatsworth Estate) and the
tenant farmer, and we are mosl grateful to them both for so readily granting
permission for the work. Once the stralotype has been re-exposed NCC will begin
negotiations with the landowner and tenant over the long-term safeguard and
management of the SSSI, so as to ensure that it continue, to remain available for
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study. We are disappointed that the original stratotype section has been needlessly
destroyed, but are confident that we will be able to create and safeguard a
satisfactory replacement section within the next few months. We would like to thank
all those stratigraphers and palaeontologists who have given us their advice and
support in our efforts so far.
A number of geologists will, over the last few months, have received a letter from
the Isle of Anglesey Borough Council concerning the collection of geological
specimens at Llandwyn Island, within the Newborough Warren National Nature
Reserve. The reserve is owned by the Council and managed by NCC frpm our North
vVales Regional Office in Bangor. It would appear that a number of geological
samples have recently been collected from Llanddwyn Island without a permit, and
some damage was caused to the outcrops ofMonian pillow lavas seen on the island.
Intending visitors are reminded that a permit is needed to visit Llanddwyn Island,
and that this should be obtained, in advance, from the Nature Consen;ancy Council,
North Wales Region, Plas Penrhos, Ffordd Penrhos, Bangor, Gwynedd, LL57 2LQ
The coHectjng of specimens is not permitted under the terms of the permit, unless a
specific request for permission to collect has been made; this will need to be supported
by a justification of the need to collect fi'om the Reserve.
In the course of the Geological Conservation Review, Spot Lane Quarry in
Kent was identified as a site of considerable importance for Pleistocene
geomorphology. This former ragstone quarry exposes a cross-section through a
cambered slope cut by a series ofloess-filled gulls. The loess is very fossil ifero us, but is
largely unstudied and the site thus provides great potential for studies into late
Pleistocene events in this part of southern England. Plans for a high density housing
development on the floor of the quarry were lodged with Maidstone Borough
Council early in 1984, and would have resulted in the loss of access to the quarry face
through its incorporation into the back gardens of several properties. NCC was
concerned about this proposal for, although there was no intention to physically
destroy the face, it was felt that the restriction of access was very undesirable. NCC
and Maidstone Borough Council therefore approached Wimpey Homes, the
proposed developers, to see if some modifications could be made to the scheme.
Several ideas were floated and that of creating a linear park along the foot of the
quarry face was eventually selected, since this allowed access to the quarry face for
geological study to be maintained. W impeys were very sympathetic to this suggested
modification and redesigned their plans accordingly. In addition, the Borough
Council have agreed to adopt the linear park area, including the face of geological
importance, as an area of public open space. Access will thus be maintained and the
geological interest safeguarded. Some trimming back of the face was required in
order to maintain the public footpath and remove loose rock, and this clearance work
was undertaken by NCC in January 1985. Thanks are due to Wimpey Homes and
Maidstone Borough Council for their commitment to conserve this important
locality.
A similar site, exposing sections through 10ess-fiJled gulls, occurs at Allington
Quarry in Kent, and has also been included in the Geological Conservation
Review. However, before it was possible to notify the site as an SSSI the NCC learnt
of proposals for site restoration and industrial development on the quarry floor,
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involving partial infilling, grading of faces and tree planting which would have
resulted in the loss of all the faces of interest. Accordingly, NCC made contact with
the owners of the quarry, Amey Roadstone Corporation Ltd., to inform them of the
geological inte~est of.the sit~ and to seek the conservation ofa representative length of
quarry face. DISCUSSIOns with the company and Maidstone Borough Council led to
the redesign of the ~lans, to retain an ungraded face, to a height specified by NCC,
along the southern SIde of the quarry. Access to the foot of the face will be maintained
and a 6 metre wide zone in front ofthe face will be kept free of building. NCC wish to
thank ARC Ltd. for including the conservation of the scientific interest within their
plans. ARC Ltd. are willing to allow access to AlIington Quarry but have requested
that anyone wishing to visit the quarry should write to their Lands Department,
Basted House, Borough Green, Sevenoaks, Kent, TNI5 8PB, to ensure that the
necessary Indemnity Forms are signed prior to any site visits being made.
As reported in Earth Science Conservation 20 (p.24) infillng proposals have been
submitted by the owners of the two sand pits forming the Horsehay Quarries
SSSI, Oxfordshire. Both applications were eventually refused planning permission,
partly on the basis of strong objections on geological conservation grounds from
NCC. However, Moreton C. Cullimore (Gravels) Ltd., owners of the western sand
pit, subsequently appealed against refusal of planning permission, and the
Department of the EnvironmeJ'lt are hearing the appeal by the written
representations procedure. In April 1984, NCC submitted a detailed letter to the
DOE presenting a clear statement of the grounds for their objection to the proposed
infilling by waste disposal. As far as is known the hearing is not yet completed but the
0utcome will be announced in a future issue of Earth Science Conservation.
During 1984, further proposals for the infilling ofBarnhill Quarry SSSI, Avon
with domestic refuse were made by Amey Roadstone Corporation Ltd., the owners
of the site. This SSSI had already been the subject of a Public Inquiry held in 1977
(see Earth Science Conservation 14 and 15), when an earlier application for permission to
infill it was made. NCC had at that time sought safeguards for the key geological
features of interest within the quarry, and ARC had incorporated these safeguards
into the 1984 application. Under their scheme, the sequence ofRhaetian strata lying
unconformably above the Carboniferous Limestone in the east face of the quarry
would remain in full, as would the small post-Triassic reverse faults which
repeatedly ~row Carbonife;ous Limestone over the Rhaetian in this face. The
exposure of Dolomitic Conglomerate (Triassic) which unconformably overlies the
Clifton Down Limestone (Carboniferous) in the western face will also be preserved.
Much of the spectacular and very extensive bedding plane exposures in the Clifton
Down Sandstone and Lower Cromhall Sandstone on the eastern side of the quarry
below the Triassic unconformity, showing symmetrical ripple marks and a number
of stromatolite and coral horizons, would have been lost, but ARC undertook to
engineer new exposures to replace these in part. The same was·true ofthe sections of
Clifton Down Limestone, in the eastern, southern and western faces, which show
easily demonstrable sedimentary features and fossil bands of palaeoenvironmental
significance. As a result of these safeguards being built into the scheme, NCC did not
oppose the application.
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However, Amey Roadstone subsequently withdrew their application as Avon
County Council decided that they did not wish to use Barnhill Quarry for the
County's refuse, which was to be disposed of elsewhere. Since this application has
been withdrawn the long-term future of the quarry remains uncertain, although we
are encouraged and gratified by the sympathetic attitude of Amey Roadstone, who
have once again demonstrated their support for geological conservation.
The famous Bradford Clay (Middle]urassic) section at Docks Clay Pit SSSI,
Wiltshire, which shows Bradford Clay resting on Bath Oolite, is still being
periodically worked by the British Waterways Board for clay to puddll; the Kennet &
Avon Canal. In the past, working has been sporadic, but the Board now intend to
regularise their extraction into a more consistent pattern. The current plan is to work
the remaining area ofclay, between the canal and Moulton Drive, in parcels some 35
metres by 10 metres, and for the full depth of the clay (about 20 feet). It is anticipated
that one parcel will be worked per annum, over a period of about three weeks, and
that there will be a rolling restoration programme as part of the scheme. NCC have
indicated that we would hope to agree the long-term retention of a face in the
Bradford Clay when the pit reaches the end of its working life. The British
Waterways Board are willing to allow continued access to the pit by geologists, but
ask that prior permission be obtained, in writing, from Mr P.G. Tullett, Assistant
Area Engineer, British Waterways Board, Dock Office, Gloucester GLI 2E]
(Gloucester 25524).

Chedworth Woods Railway Cutting SSSI in Gloucestershire once provided
an excellent cross-section through the Middle]urassic Inferior Oolite, but over the
years has become heavily vegetated to the extent that little or no worthwhile
exposures remained. However, the site is now a :\"ature Reserve belonging to the
Gloucestershire Trust for Nature Conservation, and during 1984 they approached
NCC for grant-aid to help fund a management scheme designed to improve the
condition of the reserve. The proposals were intended to improve safety and
accessibility for visitors" and also to clear talus and vegetation from specified sections
of the railway cutting, to re-expose important parts of the geological sequence. This
will enable the Trust to develop the scientific and educational potential of the
Reserve by reinstating some of the geological features once so well exposed here. The
scheme will include a geological trail to be developed for educational purposes,
providing a positive feature of considerable importance in the long-term
management of this site. Thanks are due to the Gloucestershire Trust for Nature
Conservation for their enthusiastic interest in the important geo~ogical features
present here. It is hoped that this example might encourage other trusts with
geological reserves to become similarly involved in positive management. The
Geology & Physiography Section will be glad w provide specialist advice on any
aspect of this kind of work.

NCC were notified of these proposal.s ~nd were able to make Contact with the agents
for the developers (Forest Free Mmmg Ltd.). After a period of negotiation the
developers have agreed to redefine the area of proposed mining to exclude the
railway cutting, which is now about to be notified as a geological SSSI. This case
clearly demonstra~est~e potential fo: developments ~hich could damage or destroy
features of geologIcal mterest even m relatively unhkely areas and illustrates the
value of the designation of important sites as SSSI.
In recent years several outline proposals have been made to redevelop the
disused pit in Lower and Middle Oxford Clay at Crookhill Brickpit SSSI,
Chickerell near Weymouth; these have ranged from infilling to industrial
development, and most would have been very damaging to the scientific interest of
the site. None of these possibilities have come to fruition and the Lower and Middle
Oxford Clay remains well-exposed, although the pit has not been worked for over IS
years, largely due to the resistant nature of the bituminous shall' clays ofthe Lower
Oxford Clay. A certain amount of slumping has affected the overlying, more plastic,
clays of the Middle Oxford Clay, but good exposures still remain. A new proposal has
recently come to our attention, for the possible development ofa caravan park within
the pit. We have discussed this with the agent for the prospective developer and been
able to agree a form ofdevelopment which could be accommodated without causing
significant damage to the scientific interest of the locality. A limited amount of
regrading and landscaping would take place, but the main faces would remain
unchanged, and it would still be possible to see and collect from the full sequence
within the quarry. No formal application has yet been made, but the NCC view is
that a sympathetic development of this type is probably the best way of conserving
the locality in the long term, being far less damaging than infilling or major
regrading. We will continue to discuss the effective conservation of the key parts of
this site with prospective developers, and report the evelltual outcome in a future
issue of Earth Science Consen'ation.
The well-known brickpit exposing the Upper Oxford Clay and Ampthill Clay
at Warboys Pit SSSI in Cambridgeshire has recent'iy ceased work and the
brickworks have been closed. The site owners, London Brick Company Ltd., have
been exploring alternative uses for the land, primarily the possibilIty of using it for
waste disposal purposes. NCC have been considering the impact of such operations
upon the siUl(and have had detailed discussions with potentiallandfill operators. It
appears likely that, should the site ever be given planning consent for refuse disposal,
a partial infill scheme which would safeguard a significant part of the quarry could be
incorporated. V\le continue to explore this possibility, and will report further in due
course.

Oaken Hill Railway Cutting in Gloucestershire has recently been identified
in the V\'estphalian block of the Geological Conservation Review as providing an
important exposure of the Supra-Pennant Group (Upper Carboniferous) in the
Forest of Dean. At about the time the GCR Unit became aware of the importance of
this site, proposals were being submitted to the Gloucestershire County Council for
opencast coal mining in an area which included the railway cutting. Fortunately,

The Penarth Coast SSSI, South Glamorgan, has been an SSSI since 1965 and
exposes a sequence from Triassic red marls ('Keuper') through the Rhaetian and into
the Lower Lias; it is also the type locality for the Penarth Group of the Trias. Coast
protection works have recently been built near Lavernock Point by the Welsh \Vater
Authority, to safeguard their cliff-top control house which regulates outtlow of
sewerage to the Bristol Channel. In an attempt to control the rapid erosion along the
section of cliff below the control house, the Water Authority proposed the
construction of a blockstone revetment in front of the cliff. After inspecting the site
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with the authority's engineers, NCC has decided that an outright objection to the
scheme was not necessary since the geological continuity of the Penarth Coast section
would remain unbroken. The revetment has now been built and the interest of the
site remains largely unaffected.
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Petershill LiD1estone Quarry in West Lothian has long been recognised as a
classic locality for Carboniferous Limestone fossils. In addition, an important reef
structure has been identified at the southern end of the quarry, and was cleaned by
sandblasting in 1978 (Earth Science Consen'ation 16, p.22). Many of the faces in the
quarry were at one time submerged beneath the waters of a reservoir, but this has
now been drained and Lothian Regional Council, who own the site, are keen that the
faces now visible are put to the best use. Consequently, they have offered to
co-operate with NCC in developing its educational and research potential. Under
the Reservoirs (Safety Provisions) Act 1930 the Regional Council are obliged to
undertake works to render the site safe, including the removal of the earth
embankment which impounded the reservoir waters on the west side. In addition to
meeting these statutory requirements, the Regional Council are also prepared to
undertake additional works to help develop a geological trail, similar to that which
has been installed at Salthill Quarry, Lancashire. The scheme is still in the planning
stage, but it represents an important initiative in the field of geological conservation
and interpretation.
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In Earth Science Conservation 19 (p.35) we reported that the Geology and
Physiography Section had carried out a site clearance project at Micklefield
Quarry SSSI, West Yorkshire, to re-expose the Permian Hampole Beds and the
Hampole Discontinuity which had become buried by fly-tipping; a trench one metre
deep, two metres wide and about twenty metres long was excavated at the foot ofthe
face.InJ uly 1984, NCC were informed that the trench had become infilled again by
fly-tipping and with spoil from a nearby road improvement scheme being carried out
for Leeds City Council by West Yorkshire Metropolitan County Council. Following
negotiations with the County Council the trench has now been satisfactorily
reinstated and the old quarry floor landscaped and seeded with a view to
discouraging further fly-tipping in the future. Information concerning damage to the
interest ofSSSIs is always welcomed by the Geology and Physiography Section, so
that we cany..t quickly to stqp it.
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In recent years, NCC has become increasingly involved in Beach Monitoring, to
try and assess the effects of intertidal or offshore sand extraction. Laggan Estates have
recently proposed that a maximum of 2,000 tons of sand be extracted from the
intertidal areas of Laggan Bay, Islay, for a period offive years. This locality is more
important from a biological standpoint than as a site of earth science interest, but
NCC has now reinforced the principle that where extraction of beach sand is
proposed, then regular monitoring of beach levels should be undertaken to evaluate
the effect that removal of material is having on the natural system. It has long been
suspected that there is a causal relationship between excessive beach sand extraction
and deterioration of soft coast habitats, but without firm evidence this supposition is
difficult to prove. Elsewhere, extraction of beach sand continues from the Taw
Torridge Estuary, adjacent to Braunton Burrows National ,Nature Reserve in
Devon where the situation has been monitored by NCC's Technical Services Branch
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for many years. Crow Point, a sand spit adjacent to the extraction area, has now been
breached and detailed analysis ofthe data collected by NCC may be able to prove a
causal relationship between the two events. NCC has a particular interest in this
method of winning marine aggregates, and would welcome comments from coastal
scientists working in this field in other parts of the country. Anyone interested in this
work is asked to write to the Geology & Physiography Section at Foxhold House.
Negotiations have been continuing for many months with the Central
Electricity Generating Board over the geophysical sun:ey work at Dungeness,
Kent, which forms part of their preliminary investigations of the. Dungeness C
nuclear power station site. The Board have chosen to survey by the "vibroseis"
method which will do least damage to the unique shingle ridges of Dungeness, but
NCC still have reservations over the long-term effect that this work may have on the
physiographic interest of the SSSI. The survey lines selected by the Board coincide
with areas of already disturbed ground and the vibroseis survey lorries will do little
damage as long as they are confined to these routes. However, further surveys, using
the "Mini-sosi" method, are planned for the core-area of the SSSI which comprises
largely undisturbed shingle ridges, and NCC have expressed opposition to any such
activity taking place in this part of the site. The area concerned is also ofconsiderable
botanical importance, containing plant communities characteristic of undisturbed
bare shingle areas. Negotiations with the Board are continuing and we will report the
outcome in the next issue of this journal.

PUBLICATIONS OF THE GEOLOGY AND
PHYSIOGRAPHY SECTION
The following publications are currently available:
Wren's Nest NNR Geological Trail (revised 1974)
IYren's NestNNR Geological Handbook (1978)
Fyfield Down NNR Student Worksheets (per set)
Glen Roy}lNR The Parallel Roads oJGlen Ro)' (1977
Mortimer Forest Geological Trail (1977)
Tertiary Igneous Rocks oJ Rhum (-1979)
Staple Edge Geology Teaching Trail (1981)
Staple Edge Worksheets (per set)
Salthill Quarry' Geological Trail (1982)
Inverpoll;' NNR Knockan ClifJ Geological Trail (1983)

ISp
20p
lOp
ISp
ISp
50p
50p
ISp
7Sp
30p

To be published in September 1985:
Geological Guide to Alternatjut Localities in the East Mendips

For publications sent by post, the NCC standard rates should be added; these are at
present:
Orders up to From Sip £1 -

SOp
99p

.J:2.99

[3 -

£4.99

£5 -

[}J.99

£10 £15 -

£I4.Y9
£19.99

.J:20 .J:24.99
.J:25 and over

2Sp
40p
75p
£1.00
£1.50
£2.00

.J:2.7S
[3.50
10% of
order

Copies of Conservation and the Earth Sciences (1977) (ISgrn) and the more recent back
numbers of Earth Science Conservation are available, from Foxhold House only, free of
charge, on re~eipt of an appr.opriately stamped self-addressed envelope with your
request. Weights of back numbers are; 19 - 70gm; 14 to 18 - SOgm each; No. 13
-30grn; No. 12 - 3Sgm; No. II - 25gm.
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